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On June 28, 1969, 
shortly after one am, the New York Police City entered the 
Stonewall Inn on a routine raid But on this fateful morning just 
hours after the funeral of the legendary Judy Garland a few 
brave souls donned shields of rage and pride, igniting the historic 
riot that would come to be known as the Stonewall Rebellion 
For five days lesbians and gays waged battle, ushering in an era 
of political activism and personal pride, giving birth to a movement 
that has effected phenomenal change and inspired generations 
The cause and the circumstances surrounding the events of 
that early Sunday morning are riddled with the expected subjectivity 
inherent in recording and retelling history 
Did Judy Garland's funeral act as the much needed and l1ng 
awaited catalyst for a time that had to come? Was it a butch dyke 
dressed in men's clothing that launched this historic eve? Or was 
it a ferocious drag queen who decided she was fed up with years 
of relentless harassment thereby marking June 28 as a day of pride 
and celebration? 
We may never know the answers to these questions 
It's 1994, nearly 25 years after that angry and courageous band 
of fags and dykes decided they would no longer be the victims 
of institutionalized homophobia We would no longer shrink in fear 
but stand and celebrate our lives and our culture. A culture that 
is as rich and diverse as the world itself; a culture that exists in the 
annals of time and in the minds and hearts of millions 
The 1994 New York Lesbian & Gay Film Festival proudly celebrates 
the 25th anniversary of the Stonewall Rebellion 
In its sixth and largest year, the Festival recognizes the importance 
of film and its place in our history and culture Presenting 212 
films and videos from countries including Australia, Canada, Egypt, 
Germany, Japan, New Zealand, Russia nd the UK, the Festival is 
committed to representing a broad and culturally inclusive program 
of lesbian and gay films and videos 
The Festival is also pleased to announce the establishment of the 
Exposure Fund, which will award production and post-production 
funds to emerging artists 
The '94 Festival will feature a number of film series, guest-curated 
programs, pecial presentations, and special events Opening 
the Festival is the New York premiere of Rose Troche's brilliantly 
irreverent and award winning first feature, Go Fish From the early 
Post-Stonewall era, a series of historical films including Jan 
Oxenberg s A Comedy in Six Unnatural Acts, Rosa van Praunheim's 
Army of Lovers, Barbara Hammer's Sisters! and A Gay Day, Arthur 
Bressan's Gay USA, among others. Guest-curated progr,,ims include 
two programs of lesbian films from Australia, a program of regional 
videos from Texas, and a series of rare films from Egypt We are 
also pleased to present several special presentations including 
a video/lecture on sadomasochism in mainstream and independent 
media by Jennie Livingston (Pans 1s Burning) and Jim Lyons 
(Poison), a selection of films from Andrea Weiss' recently publishet 
Vampires and Violets. Lesbians in Film and a video presentation 
and lecture, Fifty Years of Perversity, in which Rosa van Praunheim 
will discuss his illustrious cinematic areer. Closing the '94 
Festival will be Gregg Bordowitz's powerful AIDS testimony Fast 
Trip, Long Drop 
As an organization dependent upon the invaluable resource of 
human beings, this program would not have been possible without 
the in kind skills of our '94 Programming Committee A very special 
thanks to Pam Jennings, Irene Sosa, Mai Kiang Peter Bowen, 
Daryl Chin, John Haffner Layden, Stephen Saba, Robin Vacha! and 
Patricia White for their commitment and dedication in programming 
this year's festival 
The 94 Festival medal of honor goes to Robin Vacha!, Festival 
Coordinator and Supreme Goddess for going far above and beyond 
the call of duty 
And many thanks to our dedicated Board of Directors: Carol Alpert, 
Peter Bowen Nan Buzard, Chiqui Cartagena, Daryl Chin, John 
Haffner Layden Tom Healy, Rick Hutcheson, Terry Lawler, Calogero 
Salvo, Stephen Saba, and Patricia White; whose commitment 
has, and continues to be, essential to the life of our organization 
and festival 
We are also grateful for the generous upport of our sponsors 
and funders and the many others who were instrumental in making 
the '94 New York Lesbian & Gay Film Festival possible 
Wellington Love 
Executive Director 
May 6, 1994 
In celebratmg our great accomplishments, we remember our 
enormous and incalculable loss We remember those who are no 
longer present o share our lives, our experiences, our love 
We will never forget 
The 1994 New York Lesbian & Gay Film Festival is dedicated to 
Derek Jarman and Marlon Riggs 
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A N G E L 
'Angels commemorate death without suggesting anything 
about dying "-Prior Walter in Tony Kushner sAngels in America 
I saw Angels in America for the first time at London s National 
Theatre in November of 1991 the day I interviewed Derek Jarman 
about his newly-released Edward II Seated across a table from 
each other, tape recorder spinning it was to be the only time 
during our six-year friendship that Derek and I would formally play 
the roles of artist and critic We laughed a thousand times that 
day; it is difficult now to write in the past tense of one who 
personified the very act of living, investing every word and work of 
art with such forceful wisdom and enduring beauty as to almost 
invite disbelief Filmmaker set designer author activist, painter, 
defiantly proud Englishman sainted drag queen loving partner-
Derek was a spirited pioneer imbued with an insatiable thirst for 
the whole of life destined to bare his soul to the world 
Although few people have called Derek Jarman a patriot (his work 
like the films The Last of England and The Garden and the book 
Queer Edward II rings with contempt for the conservative politics 
exemplified by Margaret Thatcher) he loved his homeland eeply 
Derek was proud, he once told me, to fight at home rather than be 
swallowed by Hollywood or Madison Avenue" The only peerage 
Derek wanted he got-sainthood granted by the Sisters of 
Perpetual Indulgence, a group of drag queens in habits, who roared 
down Charing Cross Road on skates napping the sign of the cross 
Derek graduated from London sCentral School of Art and Design at 
the peak of its prestige, and proceeded to design operas at Covent 
Garden and films like Ken Russell's classic The Devils. From his 
own Sloane Square loft to the clubs of Soho, Derek s idiosyncratic 
energetic short films permanently captured London in the sixties 
and seventies In 1975 he made a daring leap shocking the British 
film industry and much of the world with the naked Romans 
and Latin dialogue of his first feature Sebast,ane Derek never 
looked back; that is, unless he saw a chance to re-define history: 
a Renaissance lovers' quarrel in Caravaggio. Queen Elizabeth I,
transported in Jubilee to a contemporary London blasted by punk 
rock and street violence; the tragically modern romance between 
commoner and monarch in Edward II 
On the canvas Derek s subjects ranged from gentle still lifes of the 
wildflowers in his garden to turbulent landscapes. In1992 he 
produced a tour de force series of huge canvases using the front 
pages of London tabloids as backdrops. Executed in thick, angry 
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brushstrokes these paintings loom with dark bloody reds, recalling 
the clenched fist and locked jaw of political protest hat Derek 
both supported and inspired vastly powerful works by an artist at 
times driven as passionately by anger as by love 
Indeed, Derek s jousts with those very tabloids are legendary 
What he saw as the constant misrepresentation f his life in their 
pages compelled him to create a historical record that was both 
celebratory and honest From Dancing Ledge to At Your Own Risk, 
Derek deemed no experience insignificant Of his first bout with 
crabs he recalled how his mother, thinking her son had slept with a 
prostitute delighted to her bridge club, "Derek's got nits!' When 
Jarman wrote of cruising the Eden found on Hempstead Heath in 
the musky London summer, he immortalized the Cains and Abels 
[out] on a hot night" Publishing what others kept secret Derek 
obliterated ignorance to set the record well queer 
A tireless campaigner, Derek fought for social justice by blasting 
the repression of Clause 28 and the hypocrisy that made the age of 
consent for gays and lesbians higher than the one for 'heterosoc 
Unafraid to make his anger known, Derek even accused Ian 
McKellan of looking the other way to accept a knighthood and 
frequently challenged the complacency within the gay community 
itself, warning that without stringent vigilance even the hardest-
won victory can be fleeting 
All this being true, the most striking homage to Derek s life is still 
his work a timelessly rich body of art to which the joy of returning 
will again and again be ours Throughout his last filrn Blue, Derek 
united the strands of blue that filled his encyclopedic life: the 
sea near his Dungeness cottage the sky of his boyhood Italy the 
walls at St Mary's Hospital, where illness struck him for the first 
time the glowing moon of high street and heath Dernk's own voice 
crackles with its familiar, ironic wit, pulling humor from tragedy 
and beckoning, 'Laugh with me ·, As in so many of Derek s films 
Simon Fisher Turners music soars above this field of blue, inspired 
by the canvases of painter Yves Klein A rhapsody of strings and 
winds, Turners score conveys what words or images often cannot 
Tilda Swinton and Nigel Terry, two of the many actors who 
through their grace and sheer talent brought such inspired life to 
his characters, peak Derek's prose one last time 
Is it possible to do justice to the memory of Derek Jarman I Yes 
But we must reach beyond words and make a commitment to the 
life of our community We must inspect he humanity of our very 
own souls and seize the collective spirit that embodies brotherhood 
and sisterhood, equality and freedom hope and love We must 
charge the battleground on which Derek Jarman fought: every 
minute of every day, week, month and year in this AIDS crisis, we 
must clamor toward the future he alluded to in the final scene 
of Edward II: 
INTERIOR THRONE ROOM DAY 
EDWARD stands alone at the top of the stone ramp 
EDWARD: 
But what are Kings, when regiment is gone? 
But perfect shadows in a sunshine day? 
I know not, but of this I arn assured, 
That death ends all. and I can die but once 
Come death and with thy fingers close my eyes 
Or if I live let me forget myself 
'Why not 'Stay death? , I asked Derek that dimly ashen London 
morning in 1991. '· Don t we all want to live? His deep, cobalt eyes 
shimmered and his trademark cheshire grin spread about his face 
as he gathered his navy sweater against he olive skin of his neck 
Then quite true to character Derek Jarman laughed at me Leaning 
forward hands clasped before his mouth he said softly: 
It has to be corne death' Because, you know we re all going to 
die And we've become so aware of ourselves lately The real 
moment of release will corne when we no longer have to be Then 
we will truly be free ' 
It is early March and I am again seated in the National Theater, but 
this tirne Angels ,n America is a vastly different experience There 
will be no conversations with my friend Derek on this trip: two days 
ago on March 3, 1994, in a sunlit stone cathedral near the rocky 
Kentish coast of his seaside cottage I bid farewell to this fiercely 
spirited artist lost to a plague that has rnade too rnany angels 
around the globe For me it is not Prior Walter, but Derek Jarman 
who looks out into the audience to whisper · Let:s have more life " 
Grinning, Derek dares me to meet this challenge to be lifted by the 
beat of angels wings to rise up beyond pain and suffering to 
forget myself and live again 
Spring has arrived and an angel sheathed from head to toe in gold 
lame, soars over London From there he watches over the world 
over you and me 
How safe I feel 
Mark J Huisman 
London 
March 5 1994 
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We are soldiers, in the army 
We have to figh( although we have to cry 
We have to hold up the blood stained banner 
We have to hold it up until we die 
-TRADITIONAL GOSPEL SONG 
ASol 
I met Marlon Riggs in early 1992-by phone-in a conversation 
that was scheduled to last thirty minutes but went on for nearly two 
hours. Iwas preparing the promotional campaign for the broadcast 
of his film Color Adjustment, on PO V For the next four months we 
faxed, left messages, and talked to each other almost every day, 
including wake up calls so that he could get up and talk to TV critics 
It was hard not to be overwhelmed by his intellect It was hard 
not to be swayed by the weight of his arguments So I was I was 
swept up in his eloquence and clarity, by his gentle spirit and 
generosity Until one day on the way to tape a radio interview in 
New York, he said-with just a simple glance: "Miss Thing get 
over it " So I did and we became friends 
Marlon was not about livin' large ''I'm a cultural warrior" he once 
told a reporter If I wanted to be a star I'd be some place else" 
That wasn't just rhetoric for Marlon It spoke volumes about his 
work, the way he lived and the choices he made 
There is no denying Marlon T Riggs's impact He was a griot 
He was a wordsmith. One part James Baldwin two parts Harriet 
Tubman Marlon believed in the power of testimony He documented 
our lives with breath-taking precision While it is never possible 
to say that one man or one moment changes the course of history, 
it is clear that Marlon Riggs's vision-and his unique capacity to 
share that vision-will long resonate in our lives 
The essence of Marlon's work-and life-was his unwillingness to
compromise Facing a world that denigrates Blacks and 
marginalizes gays Marlon Riggs stood up and said: I m Black and 
I'm gay now let's move on For while race and sexual identity 
had an impact on Riggs's world view they were merely a starting 
point He didn t look there for answers, but it was where the 
questioning had to begin 
8 
His Emmy-award winning Ethnic Notions (1987) made it painstakingly 
clear that the danger of minstrel stereotypes was not some removed 
distant history, but an ongoing force in our national culture 
Color Adjustment (1991) seized upon that idea and extended it into 
the television age taking on Norman Lear and mega-dad Black-
middle-class-icon Bill Cosby along the way 
When Riggs addressed the duality of being Black and gay he 
argued that it is not useful to question whether we are Black gays 
or gay Blacks He did so by simultaneously embracing and 
transcending those categories His vision was broad, one which 
rooted itself in the specific Moreover he created a space for 
each of us to explore our complexities by demanding that we allow 
him to question his For me. this was the magic of Marlon s 
intellect He looked inside himself and was not afraid to report 
to the world what he saw 
When his video Tongues Untied aired nationally in July 1991 
on PBS. Marlon was singled out for attack Tongues Untied became 
Exhibit A in the debate over the National Endowment for the Arts 
and federal funding of public television The controversy even 
raised its ugly (read homophobic) head in the 1992 presidential 
campaign seven months after the broadcast Marlon touched a 
sensitive nerve in American society by telling the truth 
Its national celebrity and notoriety notwithstanding Tongues 
Untied was not originally intended for general consumption That 
film was made by about, and for the Black community-Black gay 
men, in particular Therein lies its strength its promise, and its 
challenge Perhaps Marlon s greatest legacy is having proclaimed 
the pain and the beauty of Black fags It now falls to us to continue 
to tell our stories-to each other-in film, poetry criticism, dance 
and song We have to hold up the blood stained banner 
Riggs  work often broke ground in documentary filmmaking 
His sophisticated blend of narration, graphics and imagery only 
added to the rich texture of his films But that's not what was most 
impressive Marlon's genius was an ability to speak frankly and 
plainly on complex issues. In Tongues Untied (1989), Affirmations 
(1990) and Anthem (1991 ),Riggs explored issues and emotions 
that many Black gay men did not (and still don't) want to confront 
He did so with such undeniable clarity that the nation couldn't help 
but take notice. 
Marlon also demonstrated a certain fierce directness and sense 
of purpose in Non, Je Ne Regrette Rien (No Regret, 1992) Hrs last 
completed work, this film is a sublime mix of poetry songs and .. 
interviews with five HIV-positive Black gay men Of all hrs work rt rs 
the one I find most disturbing Non, Je Ne Regrette Rien.opens 
with five dedications to fallen warriors As each successive name 
appeared on the screen, my heart sank I knew them alL A wave of 
sadness and loss overcame me-hit me like a ton of bricks The 
same feeling washed over me when I received acall a week ago 
Marlon was dead 
Marlon s family attended Shiloh Baptist Church when they lived 
in Fort Worth, Texas. This also is the name of the church I grew up 
in on Long Island I imagine the two congregations are very much. 
alike---clannish Black folk clinging to a sense of pnde and community 
That we had to be better than our white counterparts was part 
of the ritual. We were raised to be "race men," examples for 
others to follow. "To whom much is given much is required,' my 
father often said Marlon took up that call to arms and became 
a formidable warrior in the battle against hose who would silence 
us He raised the stakes for gay communities for Black communities, 
and for the nation 
Even during his last stays in the hospital this winter his immune 
system torn asunder, Marlon focused his energies on mack Is 
Black Ain't, a work whose examination of racial 1dent1ty w1th1n 
the Black community promised to ruffle even more feathers 
I'm sure theres a metaphor in the fact that he did not finish it 
I take it as a challenge After all, ain t I a soldier, too? 
William J Swinton 
New York City 
April 13 1994 
William J Swinton has worked m marketing and public relatJOns 
for eight years For the last three yearn he has served as Director 
of Communications at PO V 
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Special Events 
Go Fish 
Gala Opening Night Benefit/New York Premiere Admisswn $20 
Thurs May 12 8:00 pm 
Village EastTheater 181 Second Ave at 12 St 
(Directed by Rose Troche produced and written by Rose Troche 
and Gumevere Turner, executive producers. Tom Kalin and Christme 
Vachon. USA 1994 15mm BS mm) Sexy and romantic this dyke-
powered feature portrays five twenty-something gals navigating 
a resoundingly esbian universe of dating fashion crises, love and 
desire With scintillating humor and charm, Troche's brilliantly 
irreverent first feature charts new territories in its spirited 
unapologetic depiction of lesbian life in the 90s A girl meets girl 
movie for the whole family, Ga Fish is a distinctly regional work 
from and about queer life in Chicago Winner of Best Lesbian/Gay 
Feature at the 94 Berlin Film Festival the highly-publicized Ga Fish 
may well be the next major queer/mainstream cross-over success 
story Plus Cent,,,1 Park (Sande Zeig USA, 1994 16mm 
7 min) Beautifully shot and scored Central Park features lyrical 
romanticism and hot sex in a rowboat in the middle of Manhattan's 
pleasure park Openmg mght party at Limelight, 47 W 20 St 
will follow 
~st Trip, Long Drop 
Closing Night Benefit/New York Premiere. Admission $15 
Sun , May 22 6:00 pm and 8:00 pm 
The Quad Cinema, 34 W 13 St 
(Gregg Bordow//z. USA, /993 16mm 54 mm) Foregoing traditionally 
sentimental AIDS narratives, this stunning film goes for the jugular, 
speaking out with honesty and humor about he state of living with 
(or dying from) AIDS Employing historical allegory and documentary 
footage, Fast Trip moves outward to push our understanding ofAIDS 
into a philosophically rich and culturally complex terrain but also 
delves inward to explore the filmmakers relationship with his family 
his fathers death and his Jewish identity The profound energy 
generated by this dual exploration makes Fast Trip one of the most 
poignant autobiographical portraits to date With music by The 
Klezmatics Plus To Each Her Own (Jean Carlomusto USA, 
/994 video 28 mm) A wise and witty tape in the self-described 
coming of rage' genre combining autobiographical narration 
with activist history Anna Magnani Patti Smith, and an erupting 
volcano provide personal images of female rebellion that help map 
out collective concerns Carlomusto and Bordowitz who worked 
closely together for five years at GMHC will be present at the 
screening Closing mght screening to benefit the New York Lesbian 
& Gay Film Festival Closing mght party at Bumpl/C/ub USA. 218 
W 47 St will follow 
I I 
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LEONORE GORDON 
Psych.,othe, apist 
MSW, ACSW 
individuals • families • couples 
children 
Specialty with lesbians and gay men 
and their lovers and families .. 
Park Slope Office 
Insurance Accepted 
718•789•4556 
(212) 627-8419 
Special Series and Programs 
DYKE TVs 
Fri. May 20 5:00 pm 
(Short videos. 90 min) While queer TV shows proliferate around 
the country specifically lesbian produced series are hard to come 
by This program is a sampling of cable access programs by, for, and 
about lesbians in the US and Germany 
Guest curated and introduced by Alisa Lebow 
The Exposure Fund 
The Exposure Fund is a new program of the New York Lesbian & 
Gay Film Festival, developed to increase support for independent 
film and video productions by and about lesbians and gays 
Initiated by long-time festival supporter and volunteer Mark J 
Huisman, the Exposure Fund will raise monies for the production 
and post-production f lesbian and gay media created by artists 
residing in one of the five boroughs of New York City On Closing 
Night, the New York Lesbian & Gay Film Festival will award its 
first Exposure Fund grant in the amount of $1,500 
The award has been named the "Vito Award for Vito Russo, an 
author activist, and friend of our festival His seminal work 
The Celluloid Closet, remains one of the most important studies of 
lesbian and gay images in film Despite his interest in Hollywood 
as a scholar and a fan Vito was a tireless advocate for independent 
film-and video-making He was an inspiration for and a supporter 
of, some of the most important gay and lesbian artists who have 
emerged since Stonewall The naming of the first Exposure Fund 
award for Vito is a tribute to his advocacy and his love 
The award winner was chosen by the Board of Directors of the 
New York Lesbian & Gay Film Festival from nominations made by 
a peer panel Commitments are already in hand to increase 
exposure Fund grants each year for the next five years and the 
festival plans to launch a fundraising campaign to augment those 
funds It is hoped that the Exposure Fund will become asignificant 
resource for New York lesbian and gay filmmaking in the years 
to come Contributions may be sent to: The New Festival/Exposure 
Fund, 462 Broadway, Suite 510 New York NY 10013 
The Vito Award will be presented at the screenmg of Fast Trip, 
Long Drop at 8 DO pm Sun May 22 
Fifty Years of Perversity: Rosa von Praunheim 
Sat , May 21 3:00 pm 
(Video/lecture, 100 min )The work of Rosa van Praunheim displays 
exceptional originality and humanity, and takes pleasure in the 
outrageous His documentaries ( uch as Affengei/ and Verzaubert) 
capture the essence of his subjects, their milieu, and drama; his 
narratives (such as A Virus Knows No Morals) consistently provoke 
while capturing the nuances of post-war German culture. Von 
Praunheim will be in attendance to guide us through his illustrious 
cinematic areer (1967 to the present). Costumes, memorabilia, 
and selected film clips are all part of this ingenious one-man show 
Rosa S classic documentary Army of Lovers wiff be 
screened on Mon, May 16, 600 pm as part of the Gay Sunshine 
series (see below) 
Funding for Lesbian and Gay Media 
Sat, May 21, 1 :00-3:00 pm 
The New School for Social Research 66 West 12th St 
(Panel discussion/Where is the money for the "New Queer Cinema?" 
Who are the gatekeepers and what is the access? Funders and 
filmmakers will discuss the future and opportunities for lesbian 
and gay media makers. Co-sponsored byFIVF {Foundation for 
Independent Film and Video) and The New School Department of 
Communication 
Gay Sunshine: 
Documents of the Early Post-Stonewall Era 
(Film series) The euphoria of the early gay rights movement 
found expression i  a number of documentary, independent and 
experimental fi ms On the occasion of the 25th anniversary of the 
Stonewall riots we are presenting a special series of five programs 
which provide an invaluable perspective on the first decade of 
the contemporary lesbian and gay rights movement-its pride, its 
militancy, its joy and its contradictions Includes A Very 
Natural Thing, Army of Lovers Gay USA, One 
Adventure, and one program of lesbian shorts, Labyris 
Re-Rising See daily film schedule for times of screenings and 
descriptions of individual films 
I 3 
LESBIANS 
AND GAYS 
We are here 'ta support and help 
your families .. 
All are welcome at our free 
monthly meetings 
PARENTS & FRIENDS OF 
LESBIANS AND GAYS 
212-463-0629 
516-889-6619 
Electronic Arts Intermix 
• Editing/Post-Production 
• Videotape Distribution Service 
• Equipment Loan Service 
•Screening Room 
Electronic Arts Intermix 
536 Broadway 9th Floor 
New York, NY 10012 
2129664605 , 
212 9416118 fax 
Lesbian Shorts Down Under 
(Film series)The continent down under is a very masculine culture, 
but likie its embodiment. Crocodile Dundee, one which can't be 
taken too seriously Emerging from the socio-political movements of
the 70s, the new Australian cinema is self-consciously indigenous, 
marked by, a bold commitment to identity politics and a totally 
queer sense of humor Life for Aussie women has made it onto the 
screen (Jane Campion Gillian Armstrong, et al) and so has life for 
Aussie dykes Join us for the screenings of two programs of short 
films: Down There and Looking for· Love, films of 
romance and rapture, and Down There and Out, films of 
protest banners and plastic bustiers See also two new 35mm 
works from Australia in Screen Dreams Guest curated by 
Jennifer Stott See daily film schedule for times of screenings and 
descriptions of mdiv1dual fi ms 
Let's Watch Something Daddy Wants to Watch 
Fri , May 20 9:30 pm 
(Video/lecture 90 min) A program of film clips guest curated 
and presented by Jennie Livingston (director Paris is Burnmg) and 
Jim Lyons (actor and editor, Poison) that explores adomasochism in 
contemporary life and media, as expressed in television, and 
indepen~ film and video The curators ask 'Do these images-
either o"llfl or covertly-succeed in defining an alternate form of 
sexuality, either queer or sadomasochistic? Dothey invite the 
audience to admire or to mock sexual outlaws?· From Batman to 
Charlie's Angels, from Farewell My Concubine to Spartacus, 
fantasies and torments often seem very near the surface; in films 
such as Dottie Gets Spanked they become a matter of explicit 
reflection Whether as a dare or tease these images are meant o 
provoke, comment and entertain 
Strict Taboos and Sexual Intimacy: 
Homosexuality and Gender in the Ar·ab World 
(Film series) Alongside popular Arab cinema, which consists mainly 
of genre films produced for mass entertainment, another Arab 
cinema is emerging This new Arab cinema often characterized by 
a focus on the reality of lived experience, contends with strict 
taboos and the threat of state censorship that limit the depiction of 
sexuality and political content in film In spite of these obstacles 
some recent features have been praised by feminists and lesbians 
for their depictions of women banding together fighting back or 
fleeing from male domination Likewise other features that contain 
homoeroticism orovertly gay characters may point to a more 
tolerant Arab film industry (Thanks to Viola Shafik, Akram Zatari 
Yousry Nasrallah. and Terry Walz of the American Research Center 
in Egypt at NYU for their assistance in organizing these programs I 
This program guest curated by Stephen Gallagher consists of 
two such provocative films, Dreams of Hind and Camilia 
and Mercedes. See daily film schedule for times of screenings 
and descriptions of individual films 
Texas I.D. 
Sun May 15, 2:00 pm; Wed May 18, 5:00 pm 
(Short videos 85 min) Queer eflections of the borderlands that 
straddle countries and cultures Homo-Texans wrestle with growing 
up and growing out in this program of regional short videos 
Guest curated by Dennis Poplin and Michael Marinez 
Aftenwards join Gotham Rodeo Qwest Magazine, Times Squares 
and Cactus Club for Texas two-steppm' and square dancin at the 
Texas Tea Dance at Dance Manhattan, 719 E 7 5 St 
Vampires and Violets: Lesbians in Film 
/Film series) Lesbians looking for love in mainstream ovies are 
faced with absence and distortion In her groundbreaking ew book 
Vampires and Violets Lesbians in Film, writer and filmmaker 
(Before Stonewall and Tmy and Rub~ Hell Divin' Women), 
Andrea Weiss provides a comprehensive history of the barriers, 
the breakthroughs, and the perverse pleasures of lesbians at the 
movies The series includes Caged The Children's Hour 
and Vampire Lovers Andrea Weiss will introduce 
The Children's Hour and Vampire Lovers See daily film schedule 
for times of screenings and descnptions of mdividual fJ/ms 
By Holly Willis 
one 
I never imagined myself a 
filmmaker or screenwriter" 
claims Guinevere Turner : I met 
Rose [Troche] and we started 
talking. She had graduated from 
film school at the University 
of Illinois and I had graduated 
from Sarah Lawrence where 
I studied writing and we said, 
'We're intelligent and skilled 
and we have these mundane 
jobs-what are we doing with 
ourselves? We decided to 
do the film never knowing what 
we were getting into and of 
course, having no idea that it 
would take three years of 
blood, sweat, tears, money 
panic, anxiety all of it ' 
Troche had made a few short 
pieces in school, films like 
Let's Go Back to My Place and 
Have Some Sex and videos 
like Gabriella You Scare Me 
which she characterizes a  · 
very personal and non-narrative 
The two also collaborated on 
a couple of projects for 
ACT UP/Chicago, and it was 
this community of artists and 
filmmakers that formed the 
network of support which 
helped make the larger project 
seem possible There was even 
talk of starting a film collective 
'Go Fish killed that idea " 
notes Troche 
16 
/ 
two 
The screenplay was written 
jointly by Turner and Troche 
For Turner, who had written 
fiction writing a screenplay 
still proved very difficult 
"I blindly went into writing 
this Dialogue had always 
been a real challenge, even in 
fiction It's also hard to write 
with someone ' On the other 
hand, there were, for Troche 
certain benefits "As hard as it 
was for Guin and me to work 
together, I think there are 
things that we do quite well 
and writing the script was 
one of them We lived together 
at the time, so we would write 
things, discussing what we 
wanted for each scene and 
then go off separately to write 
For example, we discussed the 
trial scene and Guin went 
off and wrote it She handed it
to me, and I edited it " Things 
didn't always go smoothly or 
efficiently however' Because 
we were co-dependent 
fat-asses, we procrastinated 
I would say, 'Oh we've gotta' 
write that dinner scene now 
Do you want to go out and 
have a beer?"' 
f 
three 
Like every film shoot Go Fish 
had its share of disasters For 
Turn er and Troche however 
the disasters eemed to come 
all at once and during the 
height of production One day 
they lost their cinematograph-
er The following day a full roll 
of film was exposed, the AD 
quit, and the money to feed 
everyone was stolen Turn er 
tried to cover the loss by 
buying Klondike bars "They 
just looked at us · says Turner, 
"and we sort of smiled and 
said Please stay! 
four 
Acting, for Turn er, was pretty 
much a new thing and while 
she gives a strong performance 
in the film, it is not something 
she wants to pursue 'For me 
one of the biggest challenges 
was being totally stressed out 
and not necessarily getting 
along with everyone around 
me and then having to smile 
and be the goofy, romantic 
Max That makes me feel like 
a good actress And with some 
of those scenes it was three 
in the morning after an 18-hour 
day · Because she stars in 
the film many people forget 
to acknowledge her other 
contributions "I feel like my 
acting is not only not what 
I aspire to do but I only did 
it because I knew I would 
be completely committed 
to working for free until it was 
done When people say, Oh 
you were good in the film_' 
I feel like asking. 'Hey did you 
read the credits? Im a writer ' 
five 
Trying to finish the film took an 
incredible ffort for Turner and 
Troche There were several 
points when we had run out of 
money, says Turner, 'and it 
felt like everyone who was 
involved in the project except 
us really didn't believe it would 
ever get done-one actress 
dyed her hair one cut her hair 
Or we would run into people on 
the street and they would say, 
'What ever happened to that 
movie you guys were making? 
and we would be like, fuck 
you man, we re getting this 
movie done ' And that was 
really hard-when we were 
the only people who believed 
that we would get this thing 
done We would look at each 
other and think don't even tell 
me for a second that you think 
it isn't going to happen." 
"One of the best things that 
happened to Go Fish was that 
we ran out of money,' claims 
Troche. "It was August of 
'92 and we had to close up 
shop. We hit rock bottom 
But then we hooked up with 
Christine [Vachon] We were 
able to take the film and do 
a rough edit so we could look 
at what we had and see where 
the holes were. It was like 
Swiss cheese; there were 
holes galore in the narrative 
Additional scenes were shot 
and the voice-over commentary 
was added. Despite the 
additional funds, Troche is still 
acutely aware of deficiencies 
in the film "When we got 
money, it was still not enough 
to do what we wanted People 
will say that the cafe scene 
should be reshot, and I know 
that, but to go back in there 
and reshoot takes money 
' SlX 
The ·original vision of the film 
was quite different from what 
it became. When we started 
explains Troche I wanted 
to make a kind of three-tiered 
thing blending the elements 
of documentary experimental 
and narrative filmmaking 
The documentary element was 
intended to be a means of 
representing a wide variety 
of women We wanted to get 
as many women on film as pos-
sible and not try to pick the 
ones we wanted or marginalize 
anyone but include everybody 
In other words we wanted 
to avoid trying to present a les-
bian as some sort of young 
cute thing Later however it 
became necessary toremove 
the color documentary footage 
in order to preserve the quality 
of the black and white 
segments 
The film also had what Troche 
calls "transitional elements' 
which originally were in color 
'The color would bleed out in a 
way that let you know that you 
were leaving documentary and 
color land and coming to the 
fantasy land of black and 
white ' The transitional 
elements" remain in the film, 
in black and white, and offer 
metaphorical commentary on 
the narrative and give the film 
moments of delicate beauty 
amidst he rougher footage 
seven 
The plans for the future include 
more writing for Turner-
she's not sure about screen 
writing but she's working on 
a novel For Troche, avoiding 
what she calls the "sophomore 
slump' and the fact that she 
is considered first a lesbian 
and second a filmmaker are 
certainly on her mind For 
executive producer Christine 
Vachon, the success of Go Fish 
may help convince skeptics 
of her abilities to see a good 
project 'I'm hoping Go Fish 
will make it a little easier for 
me the next time as a producer 
to find or develop a small 
movie that I know is something 
really important· For John 
Pierson, whose company 
Islet Pictures, helped secure 
funding, the project was a 
good arrangement all around 
"I'm happy that things worked 
out with Go Fish Its a film 
made with a lot of heart · 
Holly Willis is the West Coast 
Editor ofFilmmaker 
"Fish Stories" originally 
appeared in a different form in 
Filmmaker (Spring 1994) 
The Festival gratefully 
acknowledges the permission 
of Holly Willis and Filmmaker 
to reprint it here 
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By Bill Horrigan 
In memory of Maione Kelle( and of Derek Jarman 
It must fall to the commentator fa future probably more distant 
than near to suivey and catalogue the career of this country's AIDS-
inspired independent media production, but if that reckoning is 
astute, Gregg Bordowitz's Fast Trip, Long Drop will be recognized 
as a landmark Long before the end of its first decade, AIDS-related 
independent media had settled into fairly identifiable formal genres, 
and over the past two or three years there's been little evidence 
that the available formal terms which are essentially drawn from 
the post-1960s documentary vocabulary are being rethought 
or inventively reconceived AIDS-related media is not a field with 
practitioners or commentators overly concerned with producing 
or proclaiming masterpieces (mainly because the nature and 
commissioning of much of the work dictates that sacrifices be made 
in expediency's sake), but viewed solely from within that field Bordowitz's 
tape is an abundant replenishment The tape is, however precisely an 
attempt o surpass the limits of expectations ofwhat constitutes 
an "AIDS tape" its achievement inthis sense being paradoxical: 
a masterpiece within a genre unable to afford the luxury of 
masterpieces Hence it effectively redraws the genre's reach 
The "AIDS tape," for all that ceased some years back from 
constituting its own genre; or rather AIDS-related production had 
by the middle of the 1980s given rise to a host of subgenres, as 
John Greyson oted in a 1990 essay listing the nine principal discrete 
formal variations, ranging from "documents of performances and 
plays addressing AIDS," to safe sex tapes variously-targeted 
educational documentaries '' In this context, what is interesting 
is less Fast Tnp. Long Drop's rejection of the prevailing formal 
categories, but that in BordowitZs desire to speak forthrightly 
about his own situation (and to allow himself, for the time being, 
to shoulder an ethical responsibility owards that alone), he's 
produced awork whose segments and set-pieces draw from the 
clamorous variety of virtually all the subgenres of AIDS-related 
media yet ultimately resembles none of them in its emotional 
trajectory and formal playfulness. Not exactly "quoting' from other 
AIDS-related work (other than its maker's own earlier labors) 
Fast Trip Long Drop attains its startling originality by constantly 
returning to the source of its creation and drawing from whats 
found there: an amalgam of fatigue impatience loneliness, and 
faith, semi-concealed beneath the structural skin of a joke 
lmagistically, the tapes master metaphors oddly invoke automotive 
mishaps, ranging from the association Bordowitz maintains 
between his father and Evel Knieval to the archival footage of 
jalopies crashing into barricades to the closing sight gag. Its a 
metaphor that also provides one of the tape s funnier staged 
interludes, following Bordowitz's conviction that, "Before I die I 
want to be the protagonist of my own story, the agent of my own 
history." The form this resolve assumes? The haplessly urban 
Bordowitz being given his first driving lesson by his friends Sherry 
Millner, Ernie Larsen, and their witheringly informed aughter, 
Nadja Dated "June 1995" it's a modestly hopeful projection, a
vision of perfect ordinariness poignant for that very reason 
Rhetorically, the tape affirms sutvival, then suspects it; and it 
avows despair, then laughs at that indulgence. In one of the tape's 
climactic sequences Bordowitz inserts himself via a staged 
sequence into an earlier activist demonstration i which he had 
actually participated; now speaking with hindsight, he adds. 'The 
point,of remembering is to reinvent ourselves " Evoking the cadences 
of a Beat poet as he addresses "the burnt out the broken-hearted 
the profoundly confused, Bordowitz declaims: 'My platform is 
simple Causal relations: none. Historical conditions: maybe 
Reasons: none." Cut again to Bordowitz now strolling through 
a mall, trying on sunglasses looking at wristwatches engaged in 
aimlessly banal wandering alone in the crowd 'I want to go from 
being to extinction without dying, he's heard saying 'I don t know 
my desire Cut to a causally unrelated automotive disaster and 
welcome to life on the one-way street 
This vacillation between hope and its surrender extends into the 
post-final credit sequence with Bordowitz seen as in the first shot 
lying in bed with a fever talking to the camera this time remarking, 
"Death is the death of consciousness and I hope that there's 
nothing left after this. He starts to cough, then to giggle then 
calls 'Cut' Exit laughing 
Like Tony Kushner s Angels in America, Fast Trip, Long Drop 
situates itself more or less deliberately within a tradition of 
Jewish-identified structures of belief related to the possibilities 
for history to bear meaning and to the implications of "redemption" 
In contemporary discourses, the angel inevitably hovering over both 
those endeavors i of course, Walter Benjamin But in so far as 
Bordowitz takes a view of redemption rather more qualified and 
internally riven by contradiction and doubt than Kushner (a view at 
any rate bereft of the literal mechanics of the theatre where 
angels have to be given bodies and wings if angels there must be), 
his tape proceeds, in its mockeries and skirmishes, under the eye 
of Karl Kraus, the master denunciator of Viennese hypocrisy and 
delusion, about whom none other and none better than Benjamin 
understood that his characteristically· evanescent voice sprang 
from a fluid source: "Lamenting chastising or rejoicing/ 
No matter "' 
Bill Horrigan is Media Director for the Wexner Center for the Arts 
A more expanded version of this essay will appear as a review in 
GLO #3 (1994) The Festival gratefully acknowledges the permission 
of Bill Horrigan to reprint it here 
NOTES 
' Greyson, John 'Strategic Compromises: AIDS and Alternative 
Video Practices Reimaging America (eds Mark O'Brien and Craig 
Little) Philadelphia: New Society Publishers, 1990; p. 61 
'Benjamin, Walter "Karl Kraus Reflections (Trans Peter 
Demetz) New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich Inc, 1978; p 273 
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Thursday, May12 
8:00 Go Fish Gala Opening Night Benefit/New Yark Premiere.: Admission $20 
Village East Theater 181 Second Ave at 12 St 
(Directed by Rose Troche: produced and written by Rose Troche 
and Guinevere Turner, executive producers, Tom Kalin and Christine 
Vachon. USA 1994 35mm 85 min.)Sexy and romantic this dyke-
powered feature portrays five twenty--something gals navigating a
resoundingly lesbian universe of dating fashion crises, love and desire 
With scintillating humor and charm TrochS's brilliantly irreverent first 
feature charts new territories in its spirited unapologetic depiction of 
lesbian life in the '90s A girl meets girl movie for the whole family 
Go Fish is a distinctly regional work from and about queer life in Chicago 
Winner of Best Lesbian/Gay Feature at the '94 Berlin Film Festival. the 
highly-publicized Go Ftsh may well be the next major queer/mainstream 
cross-over success tory. 
Plus Central Park (Sande leig,. USA, 1994. 16mm 7 min.) 
Beautifully shot and scored Central Park features lyrical romanticism 
and hot sex in a rowboat in the middle of Manhattan's pleasure park 
Opening night party at Limelight 47 W 20 St will follow 
? '.ll 
Friday, May IJ 
1 :00 Cultural Dislocations 
THEATER 1 (Film and videos, 80 mm )What is Christmas like to those who have never 
seen snow'? This ls one of the questions asked in White Christmas 
(Michael Magnaye. U)/Phil/ipines. 1993, 18mm 27 min NY Premiere), 
an elegantly shot gentle rumination on the imprint of colonialism on the 
Philippines. Asian Black Caucasian female male bisexual, straight gay: 
enjoy figuring out this theoretical menage in Sleeping Subjects 
(Quentin Lee, USA, 1993. video 28 min) Reflections on the mythology of 
the trickster in African-American culture mingle with memories of a lost 
love in l!leaven6 Earth and Heil (Thomas Allen Hards. U)A 199.J 
video 25 min) Also showing on Tues. May 17, 8 00 pm 
2:00 A Very Natural Thing 
THEATER 4 (Christopher Larkin. U)A, 1974 16mm 85 min )This landmark film was 
the first gay feature made by an out gay person to achieve commercial 
distribution. David a 26-year--old school teacher has an affair with Mark 
a 23-year-old advertising man This simple yet intimate love story of 
romance infidelity and independence is compelling in its unprecedented 
(natural) depiction 
Two Marches (Jim Hubbard USA, 1991 16 mm 9 min.) Scenes 
from the 1979 and 1987 national gay pride marches reveal changes 
in the gay rights movement Also showing on Mon May 16. 1 'JD pm 
3:00 Love Undefeated 
THEATER 1 (Films and video,. 80 min) This program is dedicated to the memory of the 
actor and performance artist Ron Vawter Personal and intimate, these 
works find hope and life in the age of AIDS The Last Time I Saw 
Ron (Leslie Thornton USA 1994 16mm 8 min World Premiere) isa 
touching personal memorial to Thornton's longtime friend and collaborator 
Ron Vawter Castro Cowboy (Nancy Kates, USA 1992, 16mm, 
7 min) introduces us to AIDS educator Christian Haren-rodeo champ 
Marlboro Man and a Castro queen living with AIDS. A public bathroom 
serves as a canvas for an allegory of mourning in Prince of Peace 
(Hans Scheug/ Au.stria 19.93 16mm Bmin)Got Away in the 
Dying Moments (Dennis Day and Ian Middleton,. Canada, 1992. 
video, 5 min) generously imagines alternative forms of healing In Both 
(Vic De La Rosa USA 1993 video. 8 min NY Premiere). HIV forms an 
unexpected bond between two lovers Strange Space (Ron Vawter 
and Leslie Thornton USA 1992. video 4 min) maps the eerie world of 
dis-ease An AIDS awareness pot that draws on native culture The 
Living Tree (Zachery Longboy Canada. 1993, video, '30 sec) From 
Red, Hot and Blue's No Alternative series: Take a Walk (Matt 
Mahurin. USA 199'3 video, 4 min) celebrates care and activism with 
music by Urge Overkill: Patti Smith mourns the loss of Robert 
Mapplethorpe in Memorial 'ff'ibute (Derek Jarman. UK, 1993, 
video, '3 min), In Untitled (Directed by Steve McClean. animation by 
Susan Pitt. USA,. video 2 min) David Wojnarowicz gives his last public 
reading Love Undefeated,-Conversations with Derek 
,Jarman (Roberto Nanni, Italy 1993 video, '30 min )The filmmaker 
muses: "... John Major the Apocalypse of The Last of England, Yves 
.- Klein and Blue. Salo and Rome in 1947 Jarman's garden in Dungeness 
lying in the shadow of a nuclear power station safe sex . More than 
enough to talk to Derek Jarman about Where do we begin? Jarman 
suggests at the beginning: his memories ' 
Also showing on )at May 14 '310 pm 
4:00 Long Time Comin' 
THEATER 4 (Dionne Brand Canada 1994 16mm 52 min )This beautiful documentary 
is as inspirational in message and spirited in tone as the work of the two 
African-Canadian lesbian feminist artists it profiles Grace Channer's 
large canvasses evoke her sexuality and her African heritage: Faith Nolan s 
music speaks passionately to Black peoples daily struggles Long Time 
Gamin' conveys a creative process inseparable from one's political 
and sexual being 
Cruel (Desi def Vaffe. USA 1994 16mm 15 mm )When her lover 
leaves her for someone lse a young Chicana lesbian is torn apart by ties 
of personal and cultural loyalty Hosted by African Ancestral lesbians 
Also showing on Sat May 21 1 'JD pm 
5:00 Lesbian Avengers Eat Fire Too 
THEATER 1 (.Janet Baus and Su Friedrich. USA, 1993. video, 55 min )Their missioff 
Make the world safe for lesbians This rousing tape records the direct-
action group's first year Organizing against hate in Oregon Colorado and 
New York's public schools and taking love to the streets in the legendary 
Washington O C Dyke March-the Avengers are coming! 
Poet in the Ring, (.Jennifer Montgomery, USA 1994. video, 40 min. 
World Premiere)What role can a poet play in the political process? 
A video-verite chronicle of East Village lesbian laureate Eileen Myles 
1992 presidential bid 
6:00 Remembrance of Things Fast 
THEATER 4 (John Maybury, UK 1993, 16mm, 80 min, US Premiere)Virtual in
reality Remembrance of Things Fast displays phenomenal power in its 
technological wizardry and satirical wit Rupert Everett and Tilda Swinton 
reign in Maybury's cinematic yberspace layered with personal anecdote 
and cultural indictment Hosted by Gay and Lesbian Profe5sionals in 
Film/Video Also showing on Fn May 20 2. 00 pm 
7:00 Fresh Kill 
THEATER 1 (Shu Lea Cheang USA 1993, '35mm 80 min) In this stunning feature-
film debut Claire (Erin McMurty) and Shaheen (Sarita Choudhury) an 
interracial lesbian couple make a life for themselves and their daughter 
on the edge of Staten Island's Fresh Kills garbage dump. When radioactive 
fish lips imported from nuked Pacific waters are served at Naga Saki 
the sushi bar where Claire works a corporate thriller unfolds Computer 
hackers, cable-access personalities and Tent City residents inhabit a 
world of broken racial barriers and media surveillance Full of quirky verbal 
and visual imagery political conscience and hot sex Written by Jessica 
Hagedorn sumptuously photographed by Jane Castle with appearances 
by Ron Vawter Robbie McCauley Karen Finley, and many others 
Shu Lea Cheang wiff introduce the film Hosted by Asian Lesbians of the 
East Coast Also showing on Tues May 17 9 30 pm 
8:00 Dandies 
THEATER 4 (Film and video, 90 min.)The 28th Instance of J!une 1914. 
'I 0:50 AM, MCMXCm (Barbara Pofitsch,. USA, 16mm. 55 min) 
Queer and eccentric downtown artists McDermott and McGough revisit 
the 19th century adopting the clothes. furniture ideas and quirky 
affectations of a bygone ra This stylish and charming documentary 
examines the artists' oeuvre with interviews by critics and art world 
figures 
A Day in the Life cf Edmund White (Bill Cory, USA 1993 
video. '35 min )This touching tongue-in-cheek bio-pic follows the 
author (A Boy'.s Own 'Story Genet)through t e arduous details of his day 
from fictionalizing his looks (and age) on the phone sex line to lunch 
with the "Countess·· to a nutty nocturnal pick up along the Seine 
Also showing on Sun May 22 1D pm 
9:00 The Flesh Is Willing 
THEATER 1 (Videos, 94 min/This diverse program of videos explores the elusive con 
cepts of love and desire. Through a conspiracy of seductive and banal 
images. So Unlike Their Reputation (Peter Bowen. USA 1993. 
9 min) evokes the complex pleasures of loss Dear .John (Jimmy 
Caiafa. USA 7993, 8 min) is a letter of desire and its discontents 
Summer, 1993, (Robert Beck USA 1993, 7 min., World Premiere) 
lyrically reveals the blossoming of new love. If Walt Whitman made 
films, Midwest Mambo (Bart Everly, USA 1993, 10 min )would 
sing his travels through America. ln Significant (Br)other 
(Charles Lofton, USA 1993, 5 min.)the artist uses provocative images 
of black men and text by Kobena Mercer and Isaac Julien to raise issues 
of desire and objectification of the black gay male body. An/Aesthetic 
(James Barrett and Robin Forster, UK 1993. 5 min NY Premiere) x-rays 
'70s porno to unveil the tyranny of medical science Confirmed 
Bachelor (Tom Kalin. USA 1993, 2 min World Premiere) greets the 
homophobic discourse of "unnatural behavior with a bouquet of flowers 
In The Blue Hour (John Lindell. USA 1993. 4 min) "sunset and the 
sex hunt overlap in an operatic tenor underscoring the melancholy of the 
disembodied voices that could be anybody'· The !Flesh is Willing 
(Todd Verow USA 1990 10 min )Violence and rampant bisexuality 
are the pawns in a debauched world of cold financial sex Re-presenting 
appropriated and constructed concepts of masculinity He Is Boid 
an.di He is a Racist,, He tis Gay and He is a Fascist 
(Er hat'ne Glatze und ist Rassist, er ist schwul und 
ein lfa:schist!) (Jilrgen Brilning, Germany 1994 25 min. US 
Premiere) questions the conflation of fascist (skinhead) symbols and 
{gay} male desire And finally meet "Paul," the hard-throbbing teen idol 
in Lonely Boy (Steven Reinke, USA 1993. video 9 min). 
Also showing Tues. May 17. 1 00 pm 
10:00 Confession of a Pretty Lady 
THEATER 4 (Kris Clarke. UK 1993. 16mm, 45 min NY Premiere) Grand diva 
Sandra Bernhard reveals almost all in this hilariously candid tour through 
her life and legacy Concert footage from her Madison Square Garden 
performance is interwoven with interviews and behind-the-scenes shots 
such as her Playboy photoshoot. 
Carmelita Tropicana: Your Kunst Is Your Waffen 
(Ela Troyano, USA 1994, 16mm 28 min) A Lower East Side building 
superintendent-cum-performance rtiste puts on her platforms to battle 
roaches the Right and HIV She breaks into a song or a tango, when 
the occasion warrants Lesbian prison flick meets West Side Story meets 
after school special Awarded Best Lesbian/Gay Short at the 1994 Berlin 
Film Festival Ela Troyano and Carmelita Tropicana wifl be present 
Hosted by La.s Buenas Amiga.s Confession of a Pretty Lady also showing 
on )at May 21 10 00 pm with a special sneak preview 
Satur~y, May 4, 
1:00 
THEATER 1 
Mercedes 
('.ous/1/ Nasral/ah. Egypt/France, 1993,. 35mm 100 . . 
his Socialist ideals, Noubi s released aft 1 · mi~) Imprisoned for 
I. • . . er our years into a w Id 1 po 1t1cal-and familial-corruption Wh h. or o 
schemes to obtain an inheritance left to: Jbs. wealthy decadent family 
G I h b . au I s estranged gay b th ama 8 egms a search for Gama/ th t d · . ro er 
with the police and Islamic fundamental~st/~~! i1: ~nto a c.°nfrontation 
sounds an ~nprecedented note of tolerance in Arab . startling outcome 
Also showing Sun May 15. 9:30 pm cinema 
1 :30 Shades of Black 
THEATER 4 (Mary Haverstick USA. 1993, 16mm 115 min NYA . 
Kate a cham · 1- · · rem1ere) 
. p1?n eye 1st and aspiring photographer meets . 
established artist Their mentor/protege r !ationshi .. Lrlly _an 
sense of sexual identity emerges. takes a turn h P : Ithm which Kate s 
emotional instabilities come to the fore O -t. ent e older woman's 
conclusion. this film, a first feature by a yo:st :~t~ mel~dramatic 
Lancaster. Pennsylvania. draws the viewer int~ a an d1re?to~ from 
co--dependency Also showing on Mon. May 18, ;~~~~of intrigue and 
3:10 Love Undefeated 
THEATER 1 (Films and video 80 mm} This program is dedicated t t 
actor and performance artist Ron Vawter p o he memory of the 
26 
k f d h ersonal and intimate th wor s m ope and life m the age of AIDS Th , ese 
Ron (Leslie Thornton USA 7994 lBmm 8 e LaS
t Time I Saw 
h ' mm World Prem ~ 
touc mg personal memorial to Thornton s longtime f d ,ere is a 
Ron Vawter Castro Cowboy (Nancy Kates, U~~n 1;nd collaborator 
7 mm) introduces us to AIDS educator Christian H '92 16mm 
Marlboro Man and a Castro queen living with AIDa;e;-r~ldeo champ 
seNes as a canvas for an allegory of mourning mp • pu IC bathroom 
(Hans )cheugl Austna 7993 lBmm 8 /"'" rmce of Peace D • mm uot Away in th 
y,ng Moments (Dennis Day and Ian M1ddleto C e 
video, 5 mm )generously imagines alternative forms ~f hanfda 1992 
(Vtc De La Rosa USA 1993 video 8 mm NY p ea mg In Both 
unexpected bond between two lovers Stran :n;,ere) HIV forms an 
and Lesfte Thornton USA 1992 Video 4 1
9 pace (Ron Vawter 
d mm maps the eer Id Is ease An AIDS awareness pot that d 1e wor of U • raws on natrve culture Th 
ving Tree (Zachery Longboy. Canada 1993 vid, e 
Red Hot and Blue's No Alternatwe sanes Tak ~ 30 sec) From 
Mahurm USA 1993, video 4mm)celebratesca~ a alk(Matt 
music by Urge Overk1//, Patti Smith mourns the los: :~~ a~t1v1sm wrth 
Mapplethorpe In Memorial Tribute (De k J 0 ert 
video J mm), In Untitled (Directed b )te:: arman UK 1991 
)usan Pitt USA video 2 mm J David W y McClean, ammat1on by 
reading Love Undefeated-Co OJnarow1c~ gives his last publrc 
J nversat1ons with D k 
arm~n (Roberto Nanm Italy. 1993 video 10 mm /The f I ere 
muses John MaJor the Apocalypse of The Last of£ l I mmaker 
Klem and Blue Salo and Rome m 1947 1 , ngand Yves 
1 
arman s garden m D 
ymg m the shadow of a nuclear power station safe sex ungeness 
enough to talk to Derek Jarman about Where d b More than 
s h Owe egml Jarman 
uggests at t e beginning his memories , Hosted b B 
Also showing on Fn. May l J, 3 00 pm Y ody Posmve 
' 
4:00 Pretty (Boy) Films Frenzy (Jill Reiter USA 1993, 10 min) Super 8 girlpunk bacchanal 
THEATER 4 (Film, 101 min.IA Friend of Dorothy's, (Raoul O Connel/. USA The Weight of Women's Eyes (Maureen Bradley, 
1994 16mm 13 min.. World Premiere) After looking for love in all the Canada, 1994 6 min }What it feels like to get weak-kneed and wet 
wrong places. a blossoming 'friend of Dorothy's·· finds his knlght in at a glance a touch Parole (Diane Border U)A. 1993,. 9min NY 
shining armor just a dorm room bunk away Forward, Bound Premiere) A beautifully esoteric glance at textual. sexual psychology 
(Daniel Humphrey, USA 1993 16mm, 30 min, NY Premiere} manages to Mad About the Boy (Alex Umen, USA 1994 8 min) From the 
be both sexy and melancholy while depicting the anatomy of a rejection barbershop to the public bathroom, the long and short of the lesbian 
Sleepy Haven (Matthias Mill/er Germany, 199.J 16mm, 15 min) boy freeblrd (Suzie Silver. USA 1993 11 min )What does Lynryd 
Inspired by Kenneth Anger's Fireworks, this melodiously erotic composi- Skynyrd have to do with lesbian sensibility? Silver's performance 
tion of man and nature finds life in the realities of dream and fantasy and video effects are nothing short of stunning Genius! Hosted by 
ln Lucid (Jorge Oliver, 199.J 16mm. 5 min), playful apparitions explore :::"::='.~8::ro::n:'::l:es::;h:ia:n:A:'10:s:T':':k:Fo~r~ce~. ~A;ls~o~sh:o:w:m~g~ :n F,~ri;M:a~y:za~, ~l O~O~pm  
the nuances of menage a trois et pas de deux Frankie Goes ,,.---::- -- · · 
Downtown (Fred )offa. 1992 16mm. 8min.) Owner·of-a-lonely-he 8:00 Coming Out Under Fire 
Frankie searches for queer love and happiness in a world of possibili TKEATER 4 (Arthur Dong USA 1994. 16mm, 71 min) Compelling first-han 
and confusion In The Fight (NUria Oliv8-Beff8s. USA/Spain, 19 '2 accounts of nine lesbian and gay veterans who joined the fight 
16mm. 10 min. NY Premiere). two graceful boxers reveal the natu of against fascism in the 1940s are juxtaposed with the 1993 ·'gays in 
their aggression i  a se'l:y T-K-0 Also showing on Wed May 18, 1 · 0 pm the military'· Senate hearings This award-winning documentary is 
based on Allan B8rub8's critically acclaimed book Coming Out 
5:00 One Foot on a Banana Peel.. the Other Foot in the G e Under Fire-The History of Gay Men and Women in World War II Hosted by SAGE (Seniors Action in a Gay Environment) THEATER 1 (Juan Batas and Lucas Platt. USA 1993,. video, 83 min) A compelling 
portrait of life and humanity this verit8 documentary captures the spirit 
of a group of men living with AIDS Artist Juan Batas chronicles his 9::o~:~~•~i~r~&~M:•~k:e:u:p~a.cn.., 
regular doctor's visits recording the intimacy that develops among the THEATER 1 (Videos, mg e Kitc1teiii"(Kayvan Sotoodeh, USA 
members of a unique fraternity Batas whose art works appear in 1994 16 min NY Premiere) A hair-raising view of wigs and drag 
Jonathan Demme's Philadelphia, was a friend and inspiration to the queens My Kind of Girl (Nora )zi/agy. USA, 1993, 14 min) 
director Hosted by GMHC (Gay Men's Health Cri,is) A sparkling peek into the girl-boy boy-girl world Back to My 
Also showing on Fri May 20 'J·OO pm Roots (RuPau/.. USA 1993. 4 min }Absolutely Afro-puffs 
ESP: Visions (Joe Kelly USA 1993. 8 min )What happens 
6:00 Dream Girls 
THEATER 4 (Kim Longinotto and Jana Williams, UK 1994. 16mm 50 min. US Premiere) 
The ··top stars" of Japan's Takarazuka Revue-female performers who 
specialize in romantic male roles-are the recipients of copious fan mail 
flowers. gifts and the fervent devotion of multitudes of teenage girls 
when the world's biggest supermodel suddenly develops extrasensory 
perceptions Little Bird (Annie Lennox,U)A, 7992 5 min.) Annie 
personified. Don .. t Go Breaking My Heart (Elton .John 
and RuPauf USA 1994. 4 min) A 90's touch-up without Kiki Dee. 
Butterfly Scavengers (Barry Morse USA 1993, 21 min) 
and married women You II see why A heady look at the contradictions A delightfully schizophrenic adaptation of the eternally-popular 
television series Bewitched Also showing on May 22, 9.00 pm 
of female gender and sexual identity in contemporary Japan This film 
will open la r a 1lm Forum. //~~-----------------------
,c,------elita Tropicana: Your Kunst Is Your Wa f 1 10:00 Caged 
(Ela Troyano, USA 1993, 16mm. JO min. NY Premiere) A Lower East · i1tJ1'.fHEATER 4 (John Cromwell, USA 1950 16mm. 91 min.) ·warner Brothers 
building superintendent-cum-performance rtiste puts on her platforms l,L,I reveals the menace that turns today's first offenders into tomorrow's 
to battle roaches. the Right and HIV She breaks into a song or a tango I legion of the lost!" screamed the trailer for the film that set the 
when the occasion warrants. Lesbian prison flick meets West Side Story standard for women's prison flicks. Oscar-nominated Hope Emerson 
meets after school special Awarded Best Lesbian/Gay Short at the 1994 as the sadistic matron and Agnes Moorehead as a sympathetic 
Berlin Film Festival Eta Troyano and Carmelita Tropicana will introduce warden battle for the allegiances of the inmates including lost lamb 
the screening. Hosted by GLAAD/NY (Gay and Lesbian Alliance Against Eleanor Parker Beautifully shot directed and acted A long-awaited 
efamation). Carmelita Tropicana will also be showing Fri May 11, New York screening of a fine print 
m 
7:00 Bodies of Knowledge 
THEATER 1 (Videos, 100 min) Lesbian bodies and video art in many thrilling 
dimensions Sex Fish(ET BabyManiac. USA 1993, Bmin)What 
makes pussy happy. Made on the sly by some high-profile filmmakers. 
Beyond/Body/Memory (Neesha Dosanjh Canada. 1993 4 min.} 
An Indian woman's sense of self and sexuality emerges through rhythmic 
Imagery and revelatory voiceover Object/Subject of Desire 
(Shawna Dempsey and Lorri Millan Canada, 199.J 5 min) A humorous 
performance monologue on the ins and outs of lesbian love Bumps 
(Wendy Jo Carlton USA 1993 18 min) A lesbian tries to find the source 
of her sexually transmitted isease and winds up with more complex 
questions In mesmerizing pixelvision lt"s Over (Laura Perry, USA 
1994 7 min )The aftermath of an East Village breakup Fat Chance 
(Anne Golden. Canada, 1994, 6 min.) Sexy, stylized reflection on loving 
one s larger self A Ride Out/Una Vuelta (I. Patricia Montoya 
USA 1993 10 min.) Memories of love and cultural displacement 
27 
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Sunday, May 1~ 
1 :00 Wall of Silence (Un Muro de Silencio) 
THEATER 1 (Lita Stantic, Argentina. 1993. 110 min S'panish with English subtitles) 
Waif of Silence marks the directorial debut of Latin America's preeminent 
woman film producer(/, the Worst of All one of the 1993 festival's biggest 
hits); this intensely political 'woman's film stars Vanessa Redgrave and 
Ofelia Medina in superb nuanced performances Wall of Silence tells the 
story of how Argentina's period of political terror affects two women: 
one the wife of a ''disappeared· political activist. and the other a British 
filmmaker hoping to make a film on the subject Although made by a 
lesbian and committed feminist this film has no lesbian content 
Hosted by Producciones Homovisi6n 
2:00 Texas I.D. 
THEATER 4 (Videos. 85 min NY Premieres) Queer eflections of a distinct landscape' 
rural urban and underground; Spanish and English Homo-Texans wrestle 
with growing up and out in this regional program of queer culture. 
Coconut=Death (David Zamora Casas. 1993. '3 min )Queer Chicano 
on a rampage. Butch Wax (Kathryn Kami/off and Jennifer Lane. 
1994 6 min) Drag king Tyler and the lesbian pleasures of cross-dressing 
Revenge of the Strangerettes {Todd )ave!!, 1992 17 min) 
Dance teams are a Texas half-time tradition This mockumentary follows 
an all--drag squad from practice to performance Banana Dance 
Project (Brian Liem 199.'3 4mm)The frustration of an Asian mans 
coming out and his '·American white--ification · Sepia•s Blues 
(Sharon Bridgforth 1991 17 min) Fierce writing and performances 
celebrate" wym·n of color their loves. lives and fearless attempts 
towards progress· Hiding from Hockney (Donald Pasquel/a. 
1989 6 min.)The underwater t ansformation of male flesh Esperanza 
(Graciela )anchez. 1987. 'J min Spanish) A rough and tumble young 
Chicana begins her own quiet war Time Will 'Tell (Tori Breitling. 
1993, 4 min) Memories of a teenage crush gone wrong Nobody's 
Children (Heyd Fontenot and Be.th Wichterich, 1994 25 min excerpt) 
Blackmail child abuse adultery and bad wigs. A psycho-blend of soap 
opera omni-sexuality and incidental gender Guest curated by Dennis 
Poplin and Michael Marinez Hosted by Cactus Club Times Squares. 
Guest Magazine. and Gotham Rodeo Texas Tea Dance at Dance 
Manhattan, 119 E. 15 St to follow this screening Also showing on 
Wed. May 18 5 00 pm 
3:30 Family Ties 
THEATER 1 (Videos, 78 min) Explore the many shades of gay family life in these three 
diverse documentaries Queer Son (Vickie Seitchik 1994. USA,. video. 
48 min NY Premiere), an intimate video diary of the life of its filmmaker 
and other parents of gay and lesbian children In Tomboychik ()andi 
DuBowski, USA 1993 video. 15 min.)the videomaker plays dress-up 
and talks gender oles Daughters of Dykes. (Ami/ca Palmer, USA, 
1994 video. 15 min World Premiere)completes the trio as a close-knit 
group of teenage girls briefly share their thoughts about he uniqueness 
of their ·ordinary" lives and their literally extraordinary families 
Also showing on Sat May 21 1 00 pm 
4:00 T-8.'i-ch Trip 
THEATER 4 (Hiroyuki Oki Japan/Germany, 199.'3 16mm. 64 min U) Premiere) 
A meditative journey through the intimate interiors of loss and love 
This experimental yet formal work merges the natural and the supernatural 
to create a haunting and visceral allegory of unrequited esire 
5:30 March in April 
THEATER 1 (Stephen Kinsella. USA 1994 video. 60min)Family, friends and lovers 
gather for a very personal video diary of the historic ·93 March on 
Washington Cameos include David Dinkins Barney Frank Herb Ritts 
and many others 
Dear John (Jimmy Caiafa. USA 199,'3 video. 8 min) is a letter of 
desire and its discontents 
6:00 It Takes Two 
THEATER 4 (Films and video, 76 min) A program about life-affirming duos Chicks 
in White Satin (Elaine Holliman. USA 1993 16mm. 25 min) 
An ironic and revealing record of a lesbian wedding-from picking the 
china pattern to kissing the bride Nominated for an Academy Award. 
Mazel Tov! Cancer in Two Voices (Lucy Massie Phenix, USA 
1993. 16mm 43 min) 'I am the first among our friends to have cancer 
Many of them wlll see their future in the way I handle mine.·· An 
extraordinarily moving chronicle of the three years Barbara Rosenblum 
shared with her partner Sandy Butler after her diagnosis with terminal 
breast cancer In Both (Vic De La Rosa, USA 1993. video. 8 min), 
black and white footage and candid voiceovers portray the everyday life 
of two HIV-positive San Francisco men They share a mutual attraction 
and the moment-to-moment r ality of their health status Hosted by the 
National Center for Lesbian Rights Also showing on Tues. May 17. 4 00 pm. 
7:30 Outer Spaces 
THEATER 1 (Videos, 66 min) In search of a queer nation. this video program 
presents queer cultures often found at the outer limits la Voyeuse 
(Silvana Afram Canada, 1993. video, 2 min) Look but don't touch 
A hypnotic video art piece about metaphysics and little boxes. The 
Gathering (Doyle Robertson and Gregory Jeresek USA 1993 video 
26 min) In exploring the complex culture of Native Two-Spirit people 
Robertson says this documentary, "attempts to capture the humor and 
wisdom, along with the pain that we have experienced on this path we 
walk called life ·· l,ooking for a Space: Lesbians and Gay 
Men in Cuba (Kelly Anderson. USA 1993 video, 38 min U) 
Premiere)This engaging documentary portrays the reality of lesbian and 
gay life in socialist Cuba; examining sexual and national identity in the 
context of profound political and economic risis and change Hosted by 
Latino Gay Men of NY, Latino Collaborative and GLACE (Gay and Lesbian 
Association of Cuban Exiles). 
8:00 The Darker Side of Black 
THEATER 4 (Isaac Julien. UK 1993. 16mm 55 min )This latest work by the acclaimed 
maker of Looking for Langston and Young Soul Rebels investigates the 
homophobic trend in rap and ragga and confronts a deeper crisis of black 
popular culture which still carries the scars of slav8ry racism and 
colonialism Interviews with rap artist Shabba Ranks· cultural theorists 
Corne! West and Tricia Rose and writer/gay activist Donald Suggs reveal 
a culture grappling with a divisive and destructive phenomenon 
The filmmaker will lead a discussion after the screening Also showing 
on Fri May 20. 10 00 pm with Heavy Blow 
9:30 Mercedes 
THEATER 1 (Yousry Nasrallah. Egypt/France 1993. '35mm 100 min) Imprisoned for 
his Socialist ideals, Noubi s released after four years into a world of 
political-and familial-corruption When his wealthy decadent family 
schemes to obtain an inheritance left to Noubi s estranged gay brother 
Gamal he begins a search for Gama! that draws him into a confrontation 
with the police and Islamic fundamentalists The films stwtling outcome 
sounds an unprecedented note of tolerance in Arab cinem8? 
Also showing )un May 14 1 '00 pm 
10:00 Never Can Say Goodbye 
THEATER 4 (Film and videos. 84 min) In Death in Venice. CA (P David 
Ebersole. U)A 1994. 16mm. 'JO min NY Premiere), a despondent writer 
wages a futile battle against his desire for his landlady's eductive son 
Set in Israel. At Home (Jonathan )ega! Israel, 1991 video 29 min. 
Hebrew with English subtitles. NY Premiere) dramatizes the suffocating 
love endured by a gay male couple who no longer satisfy each other ln 
Afflicted (Amos Gutman Israel 1982. video. 25 min .. Hebrew with 
English subtitles, NY Premiere). the director of Amazing Grace follows the 
tormented efforts of an Israeli man who desperately grapples with his 
gay desire Also showing on Thurs.. May 19, 4 00 pm 
Mondqy, May 16 
1 :00 Twenty-Seven Pieces of Me World Premiere 
THEATER 1 (Gerald Donahoe. USA, 1994, video. 9D min) A sister's unannounced 
arrival upsets Tanya's delicate balance between her artwork and her 
girlfriend Can the sisters, who each have their own secrets and 
struggles, make a space for each ·other in their !ivesl Also showing Sun! 
May22 700pm 
! 
1 :30 A Very Natural Thing 
THEATER 4 (Christopher Larkin. USA 7974, 16mm .. 85 min )This landmark film was ' 
the first gay feature made by an out gay person to achieve commercial 
distribution. David a 26-year-old school teacher has an affair with Mark 
a 23-year-old advertising man This simple yet intimate love story of 
romance infidelity and independence is compelling in its unprecedented 
{natural) depiction 
Two Marches (Jim Hubbard. USA 1991 16 mm. 9 min) Scenes 
from the 1979 and 1987 national gay pride marches reveal changes 
in the gay rights movement Also showing on Fri May 1.1. 2 00 pm 
3:00 Screen Dreams 
THEATER 1 (Films, 76 min )A rare chance to see what lesbians can do in lush 35mm 
All Fall Down (Stacey Foiles, USA, 1993 35mm,. 'JO min) In this 
well-shot and acted family drama. a lesbian and her sister travel home 
on the anniversary of their brother's uicide to scatter his ashes in 
the mountains Their confrontations, and their Jove. bring forward dark 
childhood memories and the secret of their grandfather's death. 
Take Me Back to Cairo (Ute Krause, Germany, 1993, 20 min 
US Premiere. German with English subtitles)Through-a radio contest a 
spinsterish woman wins a ticket to Berlin's Turkish baths and a whole 
new world unfolds before her None of the Above (Penny Fowler 
Smith. Australia. 1994, '35mm 1'3 min. US Premiere) Look deep into 
your mistress' eyes and listen carefully She will lead you into her 
theater-a world of becomings where nothing is given and everything 
is possible A tantalizing musical expose of what makes a queer body 
Nightwork (,Jane Schneider, Australia. 1994, '35mm, 13 min US 
Premiere) Awry comic tale of dykes bikes. and lovers with suspicious 
minds Also showing on Thurs May 19. 730 pm 
3:30 Shades of Black 
THEATER 4 (Mary Haverstick USA. 1993 16mm. 115 min. NY Premiere) 
30 
Kate a champion cyclist and aspiring photographer meets Lilly an 
established artist. Their mentor/prot8ge r lationship within which Kates 
sense of sexual identity emerges. takes a turn when the older woman's 
emotional instabilities come to the fore Despite its melodramatic 
conclusion. this film a first feature by a young woman director from 
Lancaster, Pennsylvania, draws the viewer into a vortex of intrigue and 
co-dependency Also showing on Sat May 14 1 '30 pm 
, 
5:00 Marlon Riggs Retrospective 
THEATER 1 (Videos, 112 min.) A selected retrospective ofvideos by the celebrated 
maverick Marlon Riggs Tackling homophobia and racism, both external 
and internal Riggs's unparalleled works setve as tools of empowerment \ 
for countless numbers of gay Black men. With elegance, sensuality. and 
relentless inquisition Riggs has captured experiences often left untold, 
In the award-winning Tongues Untied (1989, USA .55 min.) black 
men loving black men is the revolutionary act Created as an alternative 
music video Anthem (1991. USA .9 min.)politicizes the homoeroticism 
of Black men. A poignant series of personal portraits, No Regret 
(NonR .Je Ne Regrette Rien) (1992, USA '38 min.)documents 
\ the intimate stories of five gay Black men living with HIV !nan excerpt 
\ from the upcoming experimental documentary Black ls •• ,.Black 
Ain't (1994 USA,. 10 min). cultural and community constructions 
gen.de. r roles and sexuality are explored i.n intetviews with bell 
sex Hemphill and a performance by Bill T Jones. 
ontnbutions toward the completion of thi§ fjt ay be made to 
ar✓on.'SJ)QitPmiit production company, Signifyin' Works. Memo. 
Black Is Black Ain't (BIBA). 2600 Tenth St., Suite 401 Berkeley, CA 
94710, phone /510) 548-3884 or /510) 548-8804. 
Hosted by Gay Men of African Descent (GMADJ Also showing on Thurs 
May19100pm 
6:00 Army of Lovers 
THEATER 4 (Rosa van Praunheim Germany, 1972-79, 16mm 107 min )A remarkable 
document of the early lesbian and gay movement Von Praunheim begins 
this cinematic and historical journey in 1971 at the second New York Gay 
Rights March and travels through the U.S Capturing the soul spirit and 
transgressiveness of our pioneering and courageous brothers and sisters 
From interviews of gay Nazis to sex with porn stars and screaming matches 
between lesbians and gay men van Praunheim isnot afraid to show the 
fringe or the fragility of an emerging political cultural movement 
7:30 A Star Is Bom 
THEATER 1 (George Cukor. USA 1954. '35mm, 170 min.) Providing avehicle for the 
legendary Judy Garland director Cukor writer Moss Hart and songwriters 
Harold Arlen and Ira Gershwin collaborated on one of Hollywood·s most 
famous musicals After its initial release, Warner Bros cut more than one 
half hour from the film Ronald Haver, curator of the Los Angeles County 
Museum painstakingly restored this legendary film to its original ength 
Haver died last year from AIDS As a tribute to him and to celebrate the 
40th anniversary of the release of A Star is Born and commemorate 
the 25th anniversary of Judy Garland's death we present the restored 
full-length film 
8:10 Show and Tell 
THEATER 4 (16mm films. 77 min.) Lesbian revelations Secrets (Colette Cullen, 
UK 1994, 4 min US Premiere) An animated satire about menstrual 
taboos and unwanted isclosures Maya (Catherine Benedek USA 
1992, 10 min. NY Premiere)When she falls for a woman iri her Caribbean 
dance class Maya learns to stand up to her marriage--minded mother 
He (H. Len Keller. USA 1993. 5 min) A Black French lesbian cruises 
San Francisco streets in her classic car looking for women but not for 
love. Nature Morte (J. )cott Grant and Camden Morse. USA, 1993, 
5 min NY Premiere) Is the female nude of Western art history simply a 
naked lady under the lesbian gaze? Souvenir (Lisa Cholodenko, USA 
7994. 12 min World Premiere) Lesbo voodoo in a roadside motel lends 
two lovers new resolve. Things We Said Today (John Miller-
Monzon, USA 1992. '34 min. NY Premiere) A bittersweet urban coming-• 
of-age Clem can't keep a job or pay the rent on the !oft she shares 
with her girlfriend (Diviana lngravallo); when she meets Jo things seem 
uncomplicated-for a while Sister Louise•s Discovery 
(Margaret Hetherman. USA. 1994 7 min, World Premiere) When a 
nun learns that her sister's a dyke all hell breaks loose 
Hosted by Shades of Lavender. 
Hosted by Shades of Lavender 
1 o:oo Shock Corridor 
THEATER 4 (Films and videos. 74 min J Fasten your seatbelts. its going to be a bumpy 
rlde Imagine a dreadlocked demi-god in '20s flapper drag mixed with 
arch sci-fi and you've conjured atale of cosmic proportions known as 
Orgasm of Hot Blood (Chris Dumas. USA 1994, 16mm 13 min.). 
Worried you've grown up to become your own mother? Scrub Me. 
Mama (David Grote/{.. U)A 1994 16mm, 1'3 min World Premiere) is
a comic untying of the apron strings Visited by an angel the melancholic 
protagonist of Sigh of Love in Waiting (Valerio Govern( Italy, 
1993 video, 5 min. Italian with Eng/J'.sh ubtitles, US Premiere) builds a 
spacecraft to reunite him with his lost love among the stars Birthday 
Party, (Jill Reiter, U)A 1992, video ..8 min World Premiere)A 
queer girl's sweet sweet-sixteen party Moms a drag queen and the 
entertainment includes a sexy human pinata Freaked-out and totally fun 
Freebird (Suzie Silver, USA 1993, video 11 min.) gives 70s rock icon 
Lynyrd Skynyrd a lesbian twist In Bill and Ted's Homosexual 
Adventure (Chris Freeman and Jon Ginoli, USA, 199.1. video. 4 min.) 
Pansy Division culls clips from the excellent duo ·s films to make a music 
video parody that reveals the truth behind the public image The 
History of Western Sexuality (Aaron KIie. 1.993, USA video. 
11 min), is a perverse post--adolescent romp through burgeoning desire 
Profoundly absurd Margaret Atwood and the Problem 
with Canada, (Daniel Macivor. Canada. 199,1,. video 6 min. World 
Premiere) isa droll contender for a queer national anthem while Wake 
Up~ Jerk Off., Etc. (Daniel Macivor. Canada. 1993 video, 2 min.) 
should be our queer daily affirmation Charming Mutt (Steven 
Reinke. Canada 1991. video, 1 min )puts the director's boyfriend in the 
proverbial doghouse Also showing on Wed May 18, 10 '30 pm. 
l I 
22 Sunday 
*Indicates a program of short films or videos 
Tuesday, May G
1 :00 To My Women Friends 
THEATER 1 (Natasha Sharandak Russia/Germany 1993, video. 64 min Russian 
with English subtitles, NY Premiere) Interviews with six compelling 
women convey the joys and hardships of being a lesbian in the former 
Soviet Union Fasclnating stories of personal struggle raise topics such 
as life in prison, transsexuality and community organizing A vital and 
strong community flourishes despite the criminalization of homosexuality; 
with Pravda (the Truth!?) (Melissa )hare. USA. 1993. video 
29 min) Days before the collapse of the Soviet Union the first Russian-
American Gay Rights Symposium took place In this self-reflective 
documentary a journey back to Russia to follow up with participants 
reveals disillusionment and the political and emotional complexities 
arising from newly acquired freedoms 
2:00 Down There and Looking for Love 
THEATER 4 (16mm films, 93 min) How Aussie gals have been getting down on screen 
for the past 25 years Farewell to Charms (Carla Pontiac, 1919, 
1'3 min) Emma a reformed lipstick addict and Cecily her old school 
chum. hook up with Stretch, a bionic bike dyke Apartments (Megan 
McMurchy, 1977, 10 min.) Romantic obsession between two women in an 
apartment block; the first Australian feminist film to play with 'the gaze" 
We Aim to Please (Margot Nash and Robin Laurie. 1977, 12 min) 
Exposing paranoia bout female sexuality Canat You Take a 
.Joke? (Viki Dun. 1.989, 26 min) Girl meets girl in this stylish comedy 
Transportations (Amanda Wallis, 1990, 12 min )The rapture 
and ennui of love The Father Is Nothing (Leone Knight, 1992, 
10 min) An erotic meditation on the connections between fascism 
masochism and desire Jumping the Gun (Jane Schneider,, 1992, 
10 min) Casual sex turns into food for fantasy. Look also for Jane 
Schneider's new 35mm film Nightworkin the Screen Dreams program 
Also showing on Thurs May 19, 6.00 pm 
3:00 The Flesh Is Willing 
THEATER 1 (Videos, 94 min) This diverse program of videos explores the elusive con-
cepts of love and desire. Through aconspiracy of seductive and banal 
images So Unlike Their Reputation (Peter Bowen. USA, 199.1, 
9 min) evokes the complex pleasures of loss Dear John (Jimmy 
Caiafa USA, 1993, 8 min.) is a letter of desire and its discontents 
Summer .. 1993, (Robert Beck, USA,. 1993, 7 min, World Premiere) 
lyrically reveals the blossoming of new love. If Walt Whitman made films 
Midwest Mambo (Bart Everly, USA, 199.1. 10min)would sing his 
travels through America In SignifiCant {Br)other (Charles Lofton 
USA, 1993, 5 min )the artist uses provocative images of black men and 
text by Kobena Mercer and Isaac Julien to raise issues of desire and 
objectification ofthe black gay male body. An/Aesthetic (.James 
Barrett and Robin Forster, UK 1993. 5 min. NY Premiere) x-rays 70s 
porno to unveil the tyranny of medical science Confirmed 
Bachelor (Tom Kalin. USA 1993, 2 min World Premiere)greets the 
homophobic discourse of "unnatural behavior with a bouquet of flowers 
In The Blue Hour (.John Lindell. USA,. 199.1. 4 min) "sunset and the 
sex hunt overlap In an operatic tenor underscoring the melancholy of the 
disembodied voices that could be anybody" The Flesh is Willing 
(Todd Verow. USA 1990, 10 min )Violence and rampant bisexuality 
are the pawns in a debauched wor!d of cold financial sex Re-presenting 
appropriated and constructed concepts of masculinity He Is Bold 
and He Is a Racist,. He Is Gay and He is a Fascist 
(Er hat~ne Glatze und ist Rassisi:,. er ist schwul und 
ein Faschist!) (JUrgen Bruning, Germany 1994 ..25 min US 
Premiere) questions the conflation of fascist (skinhead) symbols and 
(gay) male desire And finally meet '·Paul,·· the hard-throbbing teen ido! 
in Lonely Boy (Steven Reinke. USA 1.993, video, 9 min.). 
Also showing Fri May 1 J 9-00 pm 
4:00 It Takes Two 
THEATER 4 {Films and video, 76 min) A program about life-affirming duos Chicks 
in White Satin (Elaine Holliman, USA 1993, 16mm 25 min) 
An ironic and revealing record of a lesbian wedding-from picking the 
china pattern to kissing the bride. Nominated for an Academy Award. 
Maze!Tov! Cancer in Two Voices (Lucy Massie Phenix, USA 
199,1. 16mm. 43 min) ·,1 am the first among our friends to have cancer 
Many of them will see their future in the way I handle mine." An 
extraordinarily moving chronicle of the three years Barbara Rosenblum 
shared with her partner Sandy Butler after her diagnosis with terminal 
breast cancer In Both (Vic De La Rosa, U'lA 1993, video 8 min), 
black and white footage and candid voiceovers portray the everyday life 
of two HIV-positive San Francisco men They share a mutual attraction 
and the moment-to"moment reality of their health status 
Also showing on Sun May 15. 6-00 pm 
5:00 Dreams of Hind and Camilia 
THEATER 1 (Mohammed Khan. Egypt. 1989. '35mm 110 min )Set in Cairo this film 
traces the friendship of two exploited seNant women Camilia, divorced 
and unable to bear children dreams of independence and Hind a widow 
longs to return to her village When Hind gives birth to a girl they name 
her "Alham,' meaning dreams and flee together on the open road. 
Pour le Plaisir (Nadia El-Fam'. Tunisia/France, 1993, '35mm. 6 min) 
A North African woman and her French girlfriend decide to sculpt he 
ideal male in clay Should he have a penis/ This Pygmalion-.fantasy-
with-a-twist will surprise you 
6:00 Sex Wars 
THEATER 4 (Film and videos, 71 min) Recriminations commonalities. and strategic 
alliances betvveen lesbians and gay men feminists and queers are 
explored in this program Our Gay Brothers (Greta Snider, USA, 
1993, 16mm, 9 min.) An experimental fi m poking fun at male ignorance 
about women's bodies. juxtaposing home-processed black and white 
images of gay male sex and found footage of female gender socialization 
Basic Instincts (Frau und Geschlecht) (Jiirg Fockefe, 
Germany, 1993, 16mm 5 min German. US Premiere)The war between 
the sexes rages-even on the street below the balcony of Melanie 
I Am a Man. But.,,. (Daniel Macivor 1993 Canada video 2 min 
World Premiere)'· .Inside me there is a woman She has an exciting 
life.' A captivating black-and-white silent chase film He,.,She Pee 
(Alisa Surkis. USA, 1994. video. 7 min World Premiere) Acomedy of 
errors and a utopian fantasy around the gender trauma of the public 
restroom. Mr .. Wonderful (Marlise Malkarnes, USA 1992, video, 
7 min .. NY Premiere) Penises go everywhere and do everything in this 
short film that gives a sharp new twist to the genre of cut-out animation 
Margaret Atwood and the Problem with Canada 
(Daniel Macivor Canada. 1993. video. 6 min. World Premiere) 
A gay male's take on the depressing state of Canadian celebrity culture 
Sex Wars (Cheryl Farthing, UK 199.J video, 40 min) !n this fascinating 
co-educational documentary interviews with activists in the US and 
the UK reveal the rifts that yawn beneath the shaky political and cultural 
alliance between gay men and lesbians as well as the empowering 
possibilities of cross-sex affiliations Sociologist Mary McIntosh recounts 
the gender divide in the 1970s Gay Liberation Front Simon Watney 
lambasts lesbian safer sex activism, Joan Nestle calls gender fuck ·our 
great contribution to world culture ·· The bar scene, economics. AIDS and 
the ins and outs of "queer' are addressed by DJs journalists and artists 
Also showing on Thurs May 19, 8 00 pm 
7:30 The Ashes of Pasolini (Le Ceneri di Pasolini) 
THEATER 1 (Pasquale Misuraca, Italy, 199.J video, 90 min NY Premiere)This lyrical 
documentary captures the essence of the cinematic genius Pier Paolo 
Pasolini Through the deft assembling of historical footage and rare 
interviews Pasolini tells his own story. The philosophies and vision of 
the legendary master esonate in this fascinating homage 
Also showing Thurs May 19, 1 00 pm 
8:00 Cultural Dislocations 
THEATER 4 (Videos and films, 80 min )What is Christmas like to those who have 
never seen snow? This is one of the questions asked in White 
Christmas (Michael Magnaye, US/Phillipines. 1993, 16mm. 27 min 
NY Premiere), an elegantly shot, gentle rumiiiation on the imprint of 
colonialism on the Philippines. Asian, Black, Caucasian female, male 
bisexual, straight, gay: enjoy figuring out this theoretical menage in 
Sleeping Subjects (Quentin Lee. USA 199.'J, video, 28 min). 
Reflections on the mythology of the trickster in African-American culture 
mingle with memories of a lost love in Heaven,. Earth and Hell 
(Thomas Allen Harris, U'lA 1993, video, 25 min). 
Also showing on Fri May 1] 1'00 pm 
9:30 Fresh Kill 
THEATER 1 (Shu Lea Cheang USA 1993, .'35mm,. 80min) In this stunning feature--
film debut Claire (Erin McMurty) and Shaheen (Sarita Choudhury), an 
interracial lesbian couple. make a life for themselves and their daughter 
on the edge of Staten Island's Fresh Kills garbage dump. When radioactive 
fish lips imported from nuked Pacific waters are serveG dt Naga Saki 
the sushi bar where Claire works a corporate thriller unfolds Computer 
hackers, cable--access personalities. and Tent City residents inhabit a 
world of broken racial barriers and media surveillance Full of quirky verbal 
and visual imagery political conscience and hot sex Written by Jessica 
Hagedorn sumptuously photographed by Jane Castle with appearances 
by Ron Vav,,rter Robbie McCauley, Karen Finley and many others 
Also ~hawing on Fri May 1] 7 00 pm 
10:00 Sisters 
THEATER 4 (Films and videos, 68 min )These innovative works by women of color 
thoughtfully exp/ore sexual and cultural identities in all their potential-
and potential contradictions ln Dunye's inimitable tongue--in-cheek 
confessional style Greetings from Africa (Cheryl Dunye, USA 
1994. 16mm, 8 min World Premiere}presents an interracial dating comedy 
of errors Coconut/Cane & Cutlass (Michelle Mohabeer, 
Canada. 1994 16mm 30 min US Premiere) A poetic rumination on exile 
indentureship, and displacement from the perspective of an lndo-- · 
Caribbean lesbian who migrated to Canada s a child Footage shot in 
Guyana nd gorgeous taged scenes enact he fusion of disparate cultural 
locations into one identity and aesthetic vision. Intro to Cultural 
Skit~Zo•·Frenia (.Jamika Aja/on,. USA 1993. video, 10 min )challenges 
homophobia in the Black community Frankie and ,Jocie, (.Jocelyn 
Taylor, U)A 1994. video, 20 min. World Premiere) An honest and 
provocative xperimental tape exploring Black lesbi8ns' complex relation--
ships with their brothers and other straight black men Male and female 
hetero and queer collide in this personal investigation of homophobia 
and violence. Filmmakers will be present Also showing on Sat 
May21 BDDpm 
1 :00 Vampire Lovers 
THEATER 1 (Roy Ward Baker. UK, 1971 '35mm. 88 min )The success of this sexy 
bloody campy resurrection of that immortal genre-the lesbian vampire 
film-was exploited by two more flicks in the same vein from low-budget 
Hammer Studios A faithful if X-rated adaptation of J Sheridan Le 
Fanu s Victorian classic Carmi/fa Vampire Lovers anxiously and erotically 
explores female sexuality beyond the pale of the normal Introduced by 
Andrea Weiss. lesbian vampire hunter and author of Vampires and 
Violets: Lesbians in Film the ground-breaking ew book Also 5howing on 
Thurs May 19 9. '30 pm 
1 :30 Pretty (Boy) Films 
THEATER 4 (Films. 101 min.)A !Friend of Dorothy's, (Raoul o·connell USA 
1994 16mm 33 min. World Premiere) After looking for love in all the 
wrong places. a blossoming 'friend of Dorothy's' finds his knight in 
shining armor just a dorm room bunk away Forward., Bound 
{Daniel Humphrey USA 1993 16mm, 30 min, NY Premiere) manages to 
be both sexy and melancholy while depicting the anatomy of a rejection 
Sleepy Haven {Matthias Mill/er. Germany, 1993. 16mm, 15 min) 
Inspired by Kenneth Anger's Fireworks this melodiously erotic composi-
tion of man and nature finds life in the realities of dream and fantasy 
In h11ciidl (.Jorge Oliver. 1.993. 16mm 5 min). playful apparitions explore 
the nuances of menage a trofs et pas de deux. Frankie Goes 
Downtown (Fred ':ioffa. 1992. 16mm, 8min.) Owner-of-a-lonely-heart 
Frankie searches for queer love and happiness in a world of possibllity 
and confusion In The Fight (NUrfa O!iv/3-Bel!Bs. USA/Spain, 1992. 
16mm 10 min NY Premiere}. two graceful boxers reveal the nature of 
their aggression i  a sexy T~K-O Also showing on ':iat May 14 4 00 pm 
3:00 The Farewell (Afskedet) 
THEATER 1 (Tuija-Maija Niskanen, Finland/Sweden, 1980 35mm, 90 min. Swedish 
with English subtitles)Written and directed by women this stately drama 
of female autonomy unfolds in the repressive home of a bourgeois 
Scandinavian family on the eve of W\1\111 Faced wlth the cruel indifference 
of her father and the weakness of her mother the child Valerie turns 
to her governess for affection. When she later recognizes her love for 
women she is denounced by her father, but follows her own heart to a 
career in the theater Also showing on Thurs. May 19, 5·'30 pm 
4:00 Berenice Abbott; A View of the Twentieth Century 
THEATER 4 (Kay Weaver and Martha Wheelock USA 1992, 16mm, 57 min 
-
NY Premiere) A beautiful compilation of photographs, interviews and 
first person narration profiling one of the most important figures in the 
history of photography. Abbott's images of New York and portraits of 
personalities such as Djuna Barnes, Janet Flanner. and Jean Cocteau 
have left an indelible image of literary-and lesbian and gay-culture in 
the twentieth century. 
Beyond Imagining: Margaret Anderson and the 
Little Review {Wendy Weinberg USA 1991 16mm. 30 min) An 
innovative Academy Award-nominated documentary about he flamboyant 
life loves and bold literary vision of Margaret Anderson who published 
the writings of Gertrude Stein Emma Goldman and others in the Little 
Review 
' 
5:00 Texas I.D. 
THEATER 4 {Videos. 85 min NY Premieres) Queer eflections of a distinct landscape: 
rural urban and underground: Spanish and English Homo-Texans wrestle 
with growing up and out in this regional program of queer culture. 
Coconut=Death (David Zamora Casas. 1993 '3 min) Queer Chicano 
on a rampage. Butch Wax (Kathryn Kormloff and Jennifer Lane. 
1994 6 min) Drag king Tyler and the lesbian pleasures of cross-dressing 
Revenge of the Strangerettes (Todd Savell. 7992. 17min) 
Dance teams are a Texas half.-time tradition This mockumentary follows 
an all-drag squad from practice to performance Banana Dance 
Project (Brian Liem 1993 4 min )The frustration of an Asian mans 
coming out and his ','American white-ification ··Sepia's Bloes 
(':iharon Bridgforth 1991 17 min.) Fierce writing and performances 
celebrate · wym·n of color their loves lives and fearless attempts 
towards progress· Hiding from Hockney (Donald Pasquel/a, 
1989 6 min )The underwater t ansformation of male flesh !Esperanza 
{Graciela Sanchez 1987, '3 mfn )pamsh) A rough and tumble young 
Chicana begins her own quiet war Time wm Tell (Tori Breitling, 
1993, 4 min) Memories of a teenage crush gone wrong Nobody's 
Children {Heyd Fontenot and Beth W1chterich 1994 25 min excerpt) 
Blackmail child abuse adultery and bad wigs. A psycho-blend of soap 
opera omni-sexuality and incidental gender Guest curated by Dennis 
Poplin and Michael Marinez Also showing on Sun May 15, 2:00 pm 
6:00 Dark Sun; Bright Shade 
THEATER 4 {KWm Canada. 1993 16mm, 57 min US Premiere) In this lush 
experimental narrative two Chinese men, confounded by centuries of 
cultural tradition. struggle to reconcile their heritage(s} with their embattled 
love affair East (Tien An Men Square) and West (Toronto) collide in a 
test of sexual and political identity 
Auto Biography (Dennis Day Canada 1994, video. 15 min 
U':i Premiere) Autopian world where lesbian moms dote over their gay 
sons and old Irish fishermen reminisce about long-ago boyfriends 
Also showing on Thurs May 19 2 DO pm 
7:00 Gay USA 
THEATER 1 (Arthur Bressan. U':iA 1977, 35mm 78 min) A revolutionary and historic 
hands~across"gay-America panorama Gay USA finds the power of 
affirmation in the locally documented 1977 gay pride parades held around 
the country ' It would be like my Triumph of the Will only I would call 
it Triumph of the Fag. Triumph of the Dyke ' said Bressan of his film 
Ali You Can Eat (Michael Brynntrup, Germany. 1993, 35mm 5 min. 
US Premiere} Bigger than llfe in 35mm All you can eat in 5 minutes 
The Fly (Laurent Holzamer. Germany 1994 35mm 7 min) Fantasy and 
the fantastic collide in this twisted tale of murder and desire 
Sponsored by The New York Bankers Group. 
8:00 Down There and Out 
THEATER 4 (16mm fl/ms. 105 min) From protest banners to plastic bustiers 
Australian lesbian culture on the screen over the past 25 years 
Witches & Faggots,. Dykes &: Poofters (One in Seven 
Collective 1979, 45 min) Clear and moving this classic documentary is 
an account of the origins of the modern gay liberation movement in 
Australia Maidens (.Jeni Thornley, 1978. '33 min) An absolutely 
sublime compilation documentary of four generations of the filmmaker' s 
maternal family Ter!'a Nu:llius (Anne Pratten. 1992. 21 min} 
A powerful and unforgettable film about the connections between racial 
and sexual violence and the social effects of cultural genocide 
In Loving Memory (Leone Knight, 1992. 6 min) Female-to-male 
transsexuality and female fetishism are explored in an entrancing 
and elegant performance. Look also for Penny Fowler Smith's None of 
the Above in the ':icreen Dreams 35mm program 
9:00 Pomo Lesbo Videos 
THEATER 1 (Videos, 89 min.) Some of our most adventurous video artists push the 
boundaries of the medium and the expectations of the audience towards 
a new lesbian language and vision Wicked Radiance/ 
Sinar Durjana (Azian Nurudin. USA, 1992, 5 min NY Premiere} 
A dark. abstract personal vision delving into aspects of s/m sexuality and 
the artist's Muslim background In Malay .. Uh Ohl'* (Julie Zando, 
USA 1994. 38 min) A story of machismo and masochism based on the 
Story of O and enacted by an all-female cast Oh {Emanuela Villorini) 
works as a waitress down at the Rockpile and craves the love of a 
cowboy {Eileen Myles). Zando's vertiginous camera follows her odyssey 
of sexual dependency from the diner to an isolated chateau The Easy 
Garden (Anie Stanley. USA. 1994 video. 6 min.) An erotic exploration 
in postmodernist cience-fiction Fragmented images of sexuality evoke 
the nostalgia of the nickelodeon and involve the viewer in fantasy 
Taking Back the Dolls, (Leslie Singer. USA. 1994, 40 min., World 
Premiere)Cribbing dialogue and personas from Jacqueline Susann's 
trash epic Vaf!ey of the Dolls, this hilarious deadpan tape mixes video 
formats and special effects editing with the sensibilities of feminist 
and punk performance art With Eileen Myles Cecilia Dougherty and 
Laurie Weeks 
10:30 Shock Corridor 
THEATER 4 (Films and videos, 74 min} Fasten your seatbelts, its going to be a bumpy 
ride Imagine a dreadlocked emi--god in '2Os flapper drag mixed with 
arch sci-fi and you've conjured a tale of cosmic proportions known as 
Orgasm of Hot Blood (Chris Dumas .. USA. 1994, 16mm, 13 min} 
Worried you've grown up to become your own mother? Scrub Me.-
Mama. (David Grote/{ USA 1994. 16mm 1'3 min World Premiere) is
a comic untying of the apron strings Visited by an angel the melancholic 
protagonist of Sigh of Love in Waiting (Valerio Governi, Italy 
1993, video, 5 min., Italian with English subtitles, US Premiere)builds a 
spacecraft to reunite him with his lost love among the stars Birthday 
Party, {Jill Reiter. USA. 1992. video, 8 min World Premiere)A 
queer gir!'s sweet sweet-sixteen party. Moms a drag queen and the 
entertainment includes a sexy human pifiata Freaked-out and totally fun 
Freebird (Suzie ':iifver. USA 1993, video,. 11 min.)gives 7Os rock icon 
Lynyrd Skynyrd a lesbian twist In Bill and Ted•s Homosexual 
Adventure (Chris Freeman and Jon Ginoli. USA, 1993. video 4 min.) 
Pansy Division culls clips from the excellent duos films to make a music 
video parody that reveals the truth behind the public image The 
History of Westem Sexuality (Aaron KIie. 199,J USA video. 
11 min.), is a perverse post-adolescent romp through burgeoning desire 
Profoundly absurd Margaret Atwood and the Problem 
with Canada, {Daniel Macivor. Canada. 1993, video. 6 min. World 
Premiere} is a droll contender for a queer national anthem while Wake 
Up .. .Jerk Off. Etc. (Daniel Macivor. Canada. 1993, video, 2 min} 
should be our queer daily affirmation Charming Mutt (Steven 
Reinke, Canada. 1993,. video. 1 min) puts the director's boyfriend in the 
proverbial doghouse Also showing on Mon May 16, 10'05 pm 
ay, May19 
1 :00 The Ashes of Pasolini (Le Ceneri di Pasolini) 
THEATER 1 (Pasquale Misuraca, Italy, 1993, video, 90 min NY Premiere/This lyrical 
documentary captures the essence of the cinematic genius Pier Paolo 
Pasolini Through the deft {lssembling of historical footage and rare 
interviews Pasolini tells his own story, The philosophies and vision of 
the legendary master resonate in this fascinating homage 
Also showing Tues May 17, 7 '30 pm 
2:00 Dark Sun; Bright Shade 
THEATER 4 (KWOI. Canada, 199,J 16mm, 57 min US Premiere) In this lush 
experimental narrative two Chinese men, confounded by centuries of 
cultural tradition ..struggle to reconcile their heritage(s) with their embattled 
love affair East (Tien An Men Square) and West (Toronto) collide in a 
test of sexual and political identity 
Auto Biography (Dennis Day, Canada. 1994. video, 15 min 
U) Premiere) A utopian world where lesbian moms dote over their gay 
sons and old Irish fishermen reminisce about long-ago boyfriends 
Also showing on Wed May 18, 6-00 pm 
3:00 Marlon Riggs Retrospective 
THEATER 1 (Videos, 112 min.) A selected retrospective ofvideos by the celebrated 
maverick Marlon Riggs Tackling homophobia and racism, both external 
and internal Riggs's unparalleled works serve as tools of empowerment 
for countless numbers of gay Black men. With elegance, sensuality, and 
relentless inquisition Riggs has captured experiences often left untold 
In the award-winning Tongues Untied (1989, USA. 55 min) black 
men loving black men is the revolutionary act Created as an alternative 
music video Anthem (7991 USA 9 min.) politicizes the homoeroticism 
of Black men A poignant series of personal portraits, No Regret 
(Non .. .Je Ne Regrette Rien) (1992, USA '38 min.) documents 
the intimate stories of five gay Black men living with HIV In an excerpt 
from the upcoming experimental documentary Black ls.uBlack 
Ain .. t (1994, USA. 10 min.) cultural and community constructions 
of gender o!es and sexuality are explored in interviews with bell hooks 
Essex Hemphill and a performance by Bill T Jones 
Contributions toward the completion of this film may be made 
to Marlon's non-profit production company, Signifyin Works ..Memo. 
Black Is Black Ain't (BIBA) 2600 Tenth St., Suite 401 Berkeley, CA 
9477D, phone /51D) 548-3884 or /510) 548-8804 
Also showing on Mon.. May 16, 5. 30 pm 
4:00 Never Can Say Goodbye 
THEATER 4 (Videos and film. 84 min Jin Death in Venice. CA.. (P. David 
Ebersole, USA 1994. 16mm. 30 min NY Premiere), a despondent writer 
wages a futile battle against his desire for his landlady's eductive son 
Set in Israel, At Home (Jonathan Segal. Israel, 1991 video. 29 min 
Hebrew with English subtitles. NY Premiere) dramatizes the suffocating 
love endured by a gay ma!e couple who no longer satisfy each other 
Jn Affliicted (Amos Gutman Israel. 1982, video, 25 min. Hebrew with 
English subtit/ec;, NY Premiere), the director of Amazing Grace follows 
the tormented efforts of an Israeli man who desperately grapples with 
his gay desire Also c;howing on Sun May 75, 10.00 pm 
5:30 The Farewell (Afskedet) 
THEATER 1 (Tufja-Maija Nic;kanen. Finland/Sweden, 1980, 35mm 90 min. )wedish 
with English subtitlec;)Written and directed by women. this stately drama 
of female autonomy unfolds in the repressive home of a bourgeois 
Scandinavian family on the eve of WWII Faced with the cruel indifference 
of her father and the weakness of her mother the child Valerie turns 
38 
to her governess for affection. When she later recognizes her love for 
women, she is denounced by her father, but follows her own heart to a 
career in the theater Also c;howing on Wed. May 18, 3:00 pm 
6:00 Down There and Looking for Love 
THEATER 4 (16mm films, 93 min J How Aussie gals have been getting down on screen 
for the past 25 years Farewell to Charms (Carla Pontiac, 1.979. 
73 min J Emma a reformed lipstick addict and Cecily her old school 
chum, hook up with Stretch, a bionic bike dyke Apartments (Megan 
McMurchy, 1971, 10 min) Romantic obsession between two women in an 
apartment block; the first Australian feminist film to play with ·'the gaze" 
We Aim to Please (Margot Nash and Robin Laurie ..1971, 12 min) 
Exposing paranoia bout female sexuality Can~t You Take a 
Joke? (Viki Dun, 1989, 26 min) Girl meets girl in this stylish comedy 
Transportations (Amanda Wallis, 1990, 12 min )The rapture 
and ennui of love The Father Is Nothing (Leone Knigh( 1992, 
10 min) An erotic meditation on the connections between fascism 
masochism and desire Jumping the Gun (Jane Schneider. 1992 
10 min )Casual sex turns Into food for fantasy Look also for Jane 
Schneider's new film Nightwork In the Saeen Dreams 35mm program 
Also c;howing on Tues May 17, 2 00 pm 
7:30 Screen Dreams 
THEATER 1 (Films, 76 min) A rare chance to see what lesbians can do in lush 35mm 
All Fall Down (Stacey Foiles. USA 1993. '35mm, '30 min J In this 
well-shot and acted family drama a lesbian and her sister travel home 
on the anniversary of their brothers suicide to scatter his ashes in 
the mountains Their confrontations and their love bring forward dark 
childhood memories and the secret of their grandfather's death. 
Take Me Back to Cairo (Ute Krauc;e, Germany, 199,? 20 min 
U) Premiere, German with English subtitles) Through a radio contest a 
spinsterish woman wins a ticket to Berlin's Turkish baths and a whole 
new world unfolds before her None of the Above (Penny Fowler 
)mith,. Australia. 1994 35mm. 13 min US Premiere) Look deep into 
your mistress· eyes and listen carefully She will lead you into her 
theater-a world of becomings. where nothing is given and everything 
is possible A tantalizing musical expose of what makes a queer body 
Nightwork (Jane )chneider. Australia 1994, '35mm. 13 min U) 
Premiere)A wry comic tale of dykes bikes, and lovers with suspicious 
minds A/c;o c;howing on Mon May 16. 3.00 pm 
8:00 Sex Wars 
THEATER 4 (Film and videos, 71 min.) Recriminations, commonalities and strategic 
alliances between lesbians and gay men feminists and queers are 
explored in this program Our Gay Brothers (Greta Snider, USA 
1993, 16mm. 9 min.) An experimental fi m poking fun at male ignorance 
about women's bodies juxtaposing home-processed black and white 
images of gay male sex and found footage of female gender socialization 
Basic Instincts (Frau und Geschlecht) (J6rg Fockele, 
Germany, 199.? 16mm. 5 min German. U) Premiere)The war between 
the sexes rages-even on the street below the balcony of Melanie 
I Am a Man. But •••. (Daniel Macivor 1993 Canada video 2 min 
World Premiere)' .Inside me there is a woman She has an exciting 
life.' A captivating black-and-white silent chase film He•$he Pee 
(Alisa Surkis. U)A 19.94. video, 7 min. World Premiere) A comedy of 
errors and a utopian fantasy around the gender trauma of the public 
restroom. Mr. Wonderful (Marlise Malkarnes. USA 1992, video, 
7 min, NY Premiere) Penises go everywhere and do everything in this 
short film that gives a sharp new twist to the genre of cut-out animation 
Margaret Atwood and the Problem with Canada 
(Daniel Macivor, Canada 1993, video 6 min. World Premiere) 
A gay male's take on the depressing state of Canadian celebrity culture 
Sex Wars (Cheryl Farthing. UK, 1.993, video, 40 min) In this fascinating 
co-educational documentary interviews with activists in the US and 
the UK reveal the rifts that yawn beneath the shaky political and cultural 
alliance between gay men and lesbians as well as the empowering 
possibilities of cross-sex affiliations Sociologist Mary McIntosh recounts 
the gender divide in the 1970s Gay Liberation Front Simon Watney 
lambasts lesbian safer sex activism, Joan Nestle calls gender fuck · our 
great contribution to world culture ·· The bar scene, economics AIDS and 
the ins and outs of "queer" are addressed by DJs. journalists and artists 
Hosted by 0-GLU (Queens Gays and Lesbians United) Also showing on 
Tues May 17, 6-00 pm 
9:30 Vampire Lovers 
THEATER 1 (Roy Ward Baker, UK, 1971 35mm 88 min )The success of this sexy 
bloody campy resurrection of that immortal genre-the lesbian vampire 
film-was exploited by two more flicks in the same vein from low-budget 
Hammer Studios A faithful if X-rated adaptation of J Sheridan Le 
Fanu s Victorian classic Carmi/fa Vampire Lovers anxiously and erotically 
explores female sexuality beyond the pale of the normal Introduced by 
Andrea Weiss, lesbian vampire hunter and author of Vampires and 
Violets: Lesbians in Film the ground-breaking ew book Also showing on 
Wed. May 1~ 1 DO pm 
10:00 Heavy Blows 
THEATER 4 (Films and videos. 88 min )The award-winning film Heavy Blow 
(Hoang Alan Duong U)A 1993 16mm 23 min) dramatizes a battle of 
nerves and morality A young man's predatory run-with-the-pack instincts 
are tested as he strains to understand the unfamiliar world of his 
open-minded girlfriend. It's queer night at the prom as a gay teen asks 
If Only (.John Daschbach, USA, 1994 16mm 6 min. World Premiere) 
The plot begins with revenge but things aren·t always what they seem in 
The Last Stop (Ross Dinwiddey and Mark Adam UK, 1994 16mm 
28 min., US Premiere). Full of pain beauty and courage Thick Lips 
Thin l..ips (Paul Lee. Canada. 1993, 16mm 6 min.) amplifies the 
internalized hatred two men, one Black the other Asian, must face in 
order just to kiss When You Name Me ()cott Beveridge, USA 
1993, video, 12 min NY Premiere) spells out the brutal vocabulary of 
violence against gay men In Hotheads (Jennie Livingston USA. 1993 
video 3 min). the director of Paris Is Burning invites comedian Reno and 
Diane DiMassa creator of Hothead Paisan to bash back against violence 
against women. Defiance (Maureen Bradley, Canada. 199,? video, 
6 min) breaks the silence of hate. In It Never Was You (Lawrence 
Steger and Patrick )iemer. U)A 1993. video. 6 min. NY Premiere) Judy 
Garland's haunting last song plays in dramatic ontrast to a scene of 
entrapmE!nt and resistance 
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Friday, May 20 
1 :00 Bodies of Knowledge 
THEATER 1 (Video'J, 100 min) Lesbian bodies and video art in many thrilling 
dimensions Sex: Fish (E T Baby Maniac. USA 1993, 6 min) What 
makes pussy happy. Made on the sly by some high-profile filmmakers. 
Beyond/Body/Memory (Neesha Dosanjh. Canada, 1.993 4 min.) 
An Indian woman's ense of self and sexuality emerges through rhythmic 
imagery and revelatory voiceover Object/Subject of Desire 
(Shawna Dempsey and Lorri Millan. Canada 1.99.J 5min )A humorous 
performance monologue on the ins and outs of lesbian love Bumps 
(Wendy Jo Carlton. USA 1993 18 min) A lesbian tries to find the source 
of her sexually transmitted isease and winds up with more complex 
questions In mesmerizing pixelvlsion It's Over (Laura Perry, USA 
1994 7 min.)The aftermath of an East Village breakup Fat Chance 
(Anne Golden Canada, 1994, 6 min.) Sexy, stylized reflection on loving 
one s larger self A Ride Out/Una Vuelta (I Patricia Montoya, 
USA 1993 10 min.) Memories of love and cultural displacement 
Frenzy (Jiff Reiter, USA 1993, 10 min) Super 8 girl punk bacchanal 
The Weight of Women•s !Eyes (Maureen Bradley, 
Canada. 1994 6 min )What it feels like to get weak-kneed and wet 
at a glance a touch Parole (Diane Border, USA 1993 ..9 mm 
NY Premiere) A beautifully esoteric glance at textual sexual psychology 
Mad About the Boy (Alex Umen. USA 1994 8 min) From the 
barbershop tothe public bathroom, the long and short of the lesbian boy. 
f'reebird (Suzie Sifver, USA. 1993, 11 min )What does Lynryd Skynyrd 
have to do with lesbian sensibility? Silver's performance and video 
effects are nothing short of stunning Genius! 
Also showing on $at May 14 7-00 pm 
2:00 Remembrance of Things Fast 
THEATER 4 (John Maybury,. UK 1993, 16mm, 80 min, US Premiere)Virtual in
reality Remembrance of Things fast displays phenomenal power in its 
technologlcal wizardry and satirical wit Rupert Everett and Tilda Swinton 
reign in Maybury's cinematic yberspace layered with personal anecdote 
and cultural indictment Also showing on Fri May 1J 6 00 pm 
3:00 One Foot on a Banana PeeL the Other Foot in the Grave 
THEATER 1 (,Juan Batas and Lucas Platt USA 1993 video, 83 min) A compelling 
portrait of life and humanity, this verit8 documentary captures the spirit 
of a group of men living with AIDS. Artist Juan Batas chronicles his 
regular doctor's visits recording the intimacy that develops among the 
members of a unique fraternity Batas whose art works appear in 
Jonathan Demme's Philadelphia, was a friend and inspiration to the 
director Also showing on Sat May 14 500 pm 
4:00 Love Against the Odds 
THEATER 4 (Videos and film 94 min) It's The Anniversary (Garth Christensen. 
USA 1994 16mm 14 min) and you'll be amused by how this foursome 
pairs off for "that special dinner ., Race proves an ambivalent lens through 
which to view gay male desire in the meditative and personal Ghost 
Body (Christopher Cutrone, USA 199,J video, 20 min). Memories 
of adolescent dating and budding lesbian desire are rekindled in 
Sisters in the We: First Love (Yvonne We/ban. USA 1.993 
video. 30 min) Next imagine a band of African-American women fighting 
against racist clones to presef\le their love in Odds and Ends 
(Michelle Parkerson. USA 1994 video, '30 min). a sci--fi thriller! 
5:00 DYKE TVs 
THEATER 1 (Videos. 90 min )While queer TV shows proliferate around the country 
specifically lesbian produced series are hard to come by This program 
includes amples of dyke-TV from the "early days"-lntergalactic 
Lesbian Video (New Mexico) Lesbische TV (Germany). and 
Visual Salon (New Orleans). and the more recent productions. Girl/ 
Girl TV (Northampton. MA), l,aughing Matters (Cambridge. MA), 
and New York's own weekly cable access how, DYKE TV 
Guest curated and introduced by Alisa Lebow Hosted by DYKE TV 
5:30 Scent of a Woman 
THEATER 4 (Ff/ms, 77 min) Films about lite lesbians and the pursuit of happiness, in
which communication is instantaneous and wordless. Home You Go 
(Colette Cuff en. UK 1993, 12 min US Premiere) abrief encounter in a 
train station leads us on the trail of elusive love. Et l'Amour (Mary 
Kusmiss and Ellen Seidler, USA 1993. 24 min) An erotic rendez-vous that 
doesn't reveal whether it's fantasy or reality between strangers or lovers 
A Dog's Life, (Camden Morse and J. Scott Grant, USA 1994. 
'33 min. World Premiere) What happens when damaged people and 
damaged ogs form alternative families? You II laugh, you'll cry Better 
than Cats! Central Park (Sande Zeig USA 1994. 16mm 8 min 
NY Premiere) Beautifully shot and scored, Central Park features lyrical 
romanticism and hot sex in a rowboat in the middle of Manhattan's 
pleasure park 
7:00 To Be Announced 
THEATER 1
7:30 The Children•s Hour 
THEATER 4 (William Wyler, USA 1962, 16mm, 107 min )The second film version 
of Lillian Hellman splay about a nasty girls ·unspeakable allegations 
against her schoolmistresses. successfully challenged the Hollywood 
Production Codes ban on' sex peNerslon As many lesbians first 
exposure to a mainstream Image Martha Dobie/Shlrley Maclaine's 
suicide left a sobering legacy But Karen/Audrey Hepburn·s expression 
as she walks into the sunset-without her fianc8-sounds a note 
of hope Andrea Weiss wilf introduce the film. Hosted by Network of 
Gay and Lesbian Alumni/ae 
9:30 Let's Watch Something Daddy Wants to Watch 
THEATER 1 (Video/lecture. 90 min) An exploration of images of sadomasochism 
in mainstream and independent film television, and pornography 
Assembling a provocative series of clips from the vast spectrum of 
sources Jim Lyons (actor and editor, Poison) and Jennie Livingston 
(director Paris Is Burning) will investigate the construction purpose and 
impact of s/m imagery in popularly-consumed moving images Excerpts 
will include: The Killing of Sister George, Batman .. Spartacus. Barbareffa, 
Charlie's Angels, Beffe de .]our Fareweff My Concubine. The Kindling 
Point Bathroom Sluts, and Dottie Gets Spanked, among others 
Guest curated by Jennie Livingston and Jim Lyons 
10:00 The Darker Side of Black 
THEATER 4 (Isaac Julien. UK 199'3, 16mm. 55min )This latest work by the acclaimed 
maker of Looking for Langston and Young Soul Rebels investigates the f'>
1
, Q ~§,ophobic trend in rap and ragga and confronts a deeper crisis of black 
popular culture which still carries the scars of slavery racism, and 
colonialism lnteNiews with rap artist Shabba Ranks cultural theorists 
Cornel West and Tricia Rose and writer/gay activist Donald Suggs reveal 
a culture grappling with a divisive and destructive phenomenon 
Followed by the award-winning film Heavy Blow (Hoang Alan Duong, 
USA 199,J 16mm 23 min.)dramatizes a battle of neNes and morality 
A young man's predatory run-with-the-pack instincts are tested as he 
strains to understand the unfamiliar world of his open-minded girlfriend 
The Darker Side of Black is also showing on )un. May 15, 10:00 pm 
"Top bang for.the buck"-Zagat '92 
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i Saturday, May 21
1 :00 Family Ties 
THEATER 1 (Videos. 78 min) Explore the many shades of gay family life in these three 
diverse documentaries Queer Son (Vickie Seitchik 1994. U)A video, 
48 min NY Premiere), an intimate video diary of the life of its filmmaker 
and other parents of gay and lesbian children In Tomboychik (Sandi 
DuBowski USA 1993. video. 15 min )the video maker plays dress--up 
and talks gender roles Daughters of Dykes (Ami/ca Palmer, USA 
1994. video. 15 min World Premiere) completes the trio as a close-knit 
group of teenage girls briefly share their thoughts about he uniqueness 
of their ·ordinary'· lives and their literally extraordinary families 
Hosted by P-F/ag (Parents and Friends of Lesbians and Gays) 
A/c;o showing on Sun May 15, '3:30 pm 
1 :30 Long Time Comin' 
THEATER 4 (Dionne Brand Canada. 1994 16mm, 52 min )This beautiful documentary 
is as inspirational in message and spirited in tone as the work of the two 
African-Canadian lesbian feminist artists it profiles Grace Channer's large 
canvasses evoke her sexuality and her African heritage; Faith Nolan's 
music speaks passionately to Black people's daily struggles Long Time 
Com in' conveys acreative process inseparable from one's political 
and sexual being. 
Cruel (Desi def Valle, USA 19.94 16mm 15 min.)When her lover 
leaves her for someone lse a young Chicana lesbian is torn apart by ties 
of personal and cultural oyalty Hosted by African Ancestral Lesbians 
Also showing on Fri May 1'3 4-00 pm 
3:00 Fifty Years of Perversity: Rosa von Praunheim 
THEATER 1 (Video/lecture. 100 min) Rosa van Praunheim isa director of exceptional 
originality and humanity His documentaries and narrative films capture 
the essence of his subjects and their milieu Von Praunheim will be in 
attendance to guide us throu"gh is illustrious cinematic areer (1967 to 
the present) Costumes memorabilia nd selected film clips are all 
part of this ingenious one--man show 
3:30 First Time Out 
THEATER 4 (Films. 81 min) Self-realization isn t easy when you re seventeen 
and wearing speedos Get a little wet with this lifeguard on summer 
duty in Pool Days (Brian Sloan, USA 1993, 16mm, 27 min./. 
In Public Opinion (Ted Dvoracek USA 1993 16mm, 24 min NY 
Premiere) an actor engaged to be married is lost without a script when 
he unexpectedly finds himself attracted to a priest Tell Me No Lies 
(Neil Hunter, UK 199,J 16mm, 10 min NY Premiere/follows a group 
of friends beyond the comfort of university life into first jobs and first 
relationships. 
\ 5:00". Not Just sing Through World Premiere 
\1/,H TER~_!.}rJfJ..D--C~Jomusto: Dolores Perez ~atherine ~aalfie/~ a~~ U/Ol ·~ Polly Th1stlethwa1te USA 1994 v,deo. 60 mm) An mspIrmg four-part {I)\ -~"J_ f  documentary about constructions of lesbian history community and I! ,,-,.1;J/\J culture Photographs and oral history memorialize Atrican--American lesbian 
Mabel Hampton (1902~ 1989) The work of the Lesbian Herstory Archives 
is documented inthe retrieval of the personal effects of Marge 
McDonald who came out butch in Columbus Ohio's 1950s bar scene 
June Chan s slide show is the centerpiece of a profile of Asian Pacific 
American lesbian culture Finally backstage at the WOW Cafe with the 
Five Lesbian Brothers· spoof on lesbian stereotypes Brave Smiles 
Outlaw (Alisa Lebow. USA. 1994 video, 30 min World Premiere) 
A manifesto n transgender life as seen by self-identified 'gender 
outlaw· and author of Stone Butch Blues, Leslie Feinberg Raw edgy 
and confrontational, this low--budget veritB video asks the audience to 
face their own gender issues rather than psychoanalyze L slie's Hosted 
by Lesbian Her.story Archives Also showing an Sun May 22. 1 00 pm 
6:00 
THEATER 4
7:00 
THEATER 1
8:00 
THEATER 4
9:00 
THEATER 1
10:00 
THEATER 4
Desperate Remedies 
(Stewan Main and Peter Wells. New Zealand. 1993. '35mm 93 min 
NY Premiere) Lushly melodramatic and lavishly arch, Desperate Remedies 
is a visual tour-de-force of astounding dimensions. Bursting with dazzling 
lesbian heroines and lusty homo-styled villains this mythical Victorian 
age story complete with operatic score emblazons the screen with 
timeless ensual power A post-modern compendium of cinematic quotes 
and fashion cliches from Queen Christina to Gaultier. 
In View of her Fatal htcHnation Lilo Wanders Gives 
up the Ghost (Jdrg Fockefe Germany, 1994, '35mm, '3 min. German 
with English subtitles, US Premiere/A vividly ironic twist on the Hollywood 
homo-.fatale Al.so showing tonight at 9-00 pm 
Sisters 
(Films and videos, 68 min )These innovative works by women of color 
thoughtfully explore sexual and cultural identities in all their potential-
and potential contradictions In Dunye's inimitable tongue-in-cheek 
confessional style Greetings from Africa (Cheryl Ounye, USA 
1994 16mm, 8min World Premiere)presents an interracial dating comedy 
of errors Coconut!Cane & Cutlass (Mrchel/e Mohabeer. 
Canada. 1994. 16mm '30 min US Premiere) A poetic rumination on exile 
indentureship, and displacement from the perspective of an Inda·· 
Caribbean lesbian who migrated to Canada s a child Footage shot in 
Guyana nd gorgeous taged scenes enact he fusion of disparate cultural 
locations into one identity and aesthetic vision. Intro to Cultural 
Skit,.Zo••IFrenia (Jamika Aja/on. USA 199,J video, 10 min )challenges 
homophobia in the Black community Frankie and .Jocie (Jocelyn 
Taylor, USA 1994. video, 20 min World Premiere) An honest and 
provocative xperimental tape exploring Black lesbians' complex relation-
ships with their brothers and other straight black men Male and female 
hetero and queer collide in this personal investigation of homophobia 
and violence Filmmakers will be present Hosted by The Astraea National 
Lesbian Action Foundation Also showing on Tues May 17. 10'00 pm 
Desperate Remedies 
(Stewan Main and Peter Wells. New Zealand 199.J '35mm 93 min 
NY Premiere) 
In View of her Filtal Inclination Lile Wanders Gives 
up the Ghost (JOrg Fockele. Germany, 1994 35mm 3 min German 
with English subtitles. US Premiere) See 7 00 pm listing above 
Confession of a Pretty Lady 
(Kris Clarke. UK 1993 16mm 45 min NY Premiere) Grand iva Sandra 
Bernhard reveals almost all in this hilariously candid tour through 
her life and legacy Concert footage from her Madison Square Garden 
performance is interwoven with interviews and behind-the-scenes shots 
such as her Playboy photoshoot 
With a Sneak Preview of the latest short work by the celebrated 
director of Poison Todd Haynes 
Confession of a Pretty Lady also showing on Fri May 13 10 00 pm 
Sunday, May 22 
1 :00 Not .Just Passing Through World Premiere 
THEATER 1 (Jean Carlomusto, Dolores Perez Catherine Saa/field, and 
Polly Thistlethwaite. USA 7g94 video. 60 min.)An inspiring four-part 
documentary about constructions of lesbian history, community and 
culture Photographs and oral history memorialize African-American lesbian 
Mabel Hampton {1902-1989) The work of the Lesbian Herstory Archives 
is documented inthe retrleval of the personal effects of Marge 
McDonald who came out butch in Columbus Ohio's 1950s bar scene 
June Chan s slide show is the centerpiece of a profile of Asian Pacific 
American lesbian culture Finally backstage at the WOW Cafe with the 
Five lesbian Brothers· spoof on lesbian stereotypes Brave Smiles 
Outlaw (Alisa Lebow, USA, 1994 video, 'JO min World Premiere) 
A manifesto n transgender life as seen by self-identified ''gender 
outlaw,'• and author of Stone Butch Blues, Leslie Feinberg Raw, edgy, 
and confrontational. this low-budget verite video asks the audience to 
face their own gender issues rather than psychoanalyze L slie's 
Also showing on Sat May 21 5-00 pm 
1 :30 One Adventure 
THEATER 4 (Pat Rocco, USA 1972, 16mm 98 min) From one of the pioneers of gay 
cinema this engaging documentary chronicles the experiences ofa rather 
stalwart crew In search of truth. justice and the global homophiles 
ten groovy men travel through Europe xploring ay life and civil rights 
in 1972 just three years after Stonewall Rocco cleverly combines 
documentary footage and softcore sequences to create a truly remarkable 
piece of history 
3:00 Local Heroes 
THEATER 1 (Videos, 90 min) New York lesbian superstars present their very 
latest work A combustible video happening with the following works: 
Sex Bowl (Jane Castle and Shu Lea Cheang, 1994 6 min./," 
Millionaire (Cheryl Dunye, 1994. 5 min) Bedtime Stories 
(Su Friedrich. 1994 10 min work in progress); What Is a Line? 
(Shari Frilot, 1994 7 min). Texas (Mari Keiko Gonzalez. 1994. 4 min), 
Anastasia and the Queen of Hearts (Shawn Atkins and 
Vaneska Kluck, 1994. 5 min); La Donna e Mobile (Maria 
Maggenti. 1994. 5 min). Dykes Rule (Harriet Hirshorn and Mary 
Patierno, 1994, 10 min}, Untitled (Catherine Saa/field. 1994. '3 min.) 
PH/R/ASES (Sikay Tang, 1994, 8 min). Bodily Functions 
(Jocelyn Taylor. 1994, 1'3 min work in progress); Gabriella on 
the Half Shell (Rose Troche. 1994, 10 min.). Don't Look Up 
My Skirt Unless You Mean It (Marlene MacCarty and 
Christine Vachon, 1994 5 min.) Guest curated by Sande Zeig. 
Hosted by BLUeS (Bronx Lesbians United in Sisterhood). 
k 
4:00 Labyris Re-Rising 
THEATER 4 (Films and video. 85 min.) Seventies lesbian feminism is due for an 
aesthetic reappraisal This program of essential shorts proves that lesbians 
have always had sex style and a sense of humor Separatist seating 
available. Sisterhood is powerful! A Comedy in Six Unnatural 
Acts (Jan Oxenberg, U'iA 1975. 16mm 26 min) Oxenberg s unforgettable 
spoof on lesbian stereotypes-from the proper application of hair 
pomade to the use of girl scout cookies in rituals of seduction Presented 
in slick black-and-white mock-Hollywood vignettes Cumulus 
Nimbus (Virginia Giritlian, USA 197'3 16mm 5 min) A young woman 
confronts lesbian eroticism Sisters! (Barbara Hammer 19n 16mm 
'3 min.) Lesbian liberationist agitprop from the spiritual moth1~.ol-<j;<I,'-.. 
experimental media A Gay Day (Barbara Hammer. 1 3, 16mm 
'3 min) A satire on lesbian monogamy Home Movi (Jan Oxenberg 
USA 1972. 16mm 12 mm) Comic voiceover counterpoints'l.u:aiJ.v.JDO!age--
in Oxenberg s sapphic lassic Near the Big Chakra (Anne 
Severson. U)A 1972. 16mm. 7min) A structuralist film with content 
powerful enough to make one gynophobic male viewer throw up. A 
"silent and stately" anthology of thirty-six vulvae Cool Hands. 
Warm Hearts (Su Friedrich. USA 1979, 16mm 16 min) Private acts 
become public spectacles: a woman shaves her legs on a crowded street 
while an interaction between two women suggests less aggressive forms 
of ritual Labyris Rising (Margaret Moores and Almerinda Travassos 
Canada 1980 video. 13 min) Cleverly punning on Kenneth Anger's gay 
underground classic Moores accompanies the antics of women-identified-
women with snatches of Ma Rainey's · Prove It on Me Blues ·· 
5:00 The Great Divide 
THEATER 1 Shot in Oregon and Colorado during the fiery 1992 campaigns over 
Measure 9 and Amendment 2 The Great Divide (Deborah Fort and Ann 
Skinner-Jones,. USA 199,J video. 59 min. NY Premiere) provides no easy 
answers only an exceptional overview of contemporary lesbian and 
gay rights struggles This documentary painfully opens a window on the 
future at the eve of the modern gay rights movement's first quarter-
century Preceded by I Wasn"t Counted at the March (Uzi 
Parnes, USA, 1993, video 6 min NY Premiere}, a humorous and ironic 
view of the April 1993 March on Washington, DC Plus Gay Rights/ 
Special Riights (Traditional Values Coalition USA, 1993 video, 
40 min). a virulent new mutation of the anti-gay propaganda piece The 
Gay Agenda Hosted by lambda Legal Defense and Education Fund 
6:00 Fast Trip. Long Drop 
THEATER 4 (Gregg Bordowitz. U)A 199'3, 16mm 54 min) Forgoing traditionally 
sentimental AIDS narratives this stunning film goes for the jugular, 
speaking out with honesty and humor about he state of living with (or 
dying from) AIDS Employing historlcal allegory and documentary footage 
Fast Trip moves outward to push our understanding ofAIDS into a 
philosophically rich and culturally complex terrain but also delves inward 
to explore the filmmaker's relationship with his father and Jewish 
identity The profound energy generated by this dual exploration makes 
Fast Trip one of the most poignant autobiographical portraits to date 
With music by The Klezmatics 
To Each Her Own (Jean Carlomusto USA 1994 video 28 min) 
A wise and witty tape in the self-described "coming of rage" genre 
combining autobiographical narration with activist history Anna Magnani 
Patti Smith and an erupting volcano provide personal images of female 
rebellion that help map out collective concerns Carlomusto and 
Bordowitz. who have worked closely for five years at GMHC, will be 
present at the screening Closing night screening to benefit he New York 
Lesbian & Gay him Festival Also showing same date at 8 00 pm 
Closing night party at Bump I/Club USA 218 W 47 St will fo/fow 
Admission $15 
7:00 Twenty-Seven Pieces of Me World Premiere 
THEATER 1 (Gerald Donahoe, USA 1994, video 90 min) A sister's unannounced 
arrival upsets Tanya's delicate balance between her artwork and her 
girlfriend Can the sisters, who each have their own secrets and 
struggles, make a space for each other in their lives? Also showing Mon 
May 76, 1 DO pm 
8:00 Fast Trip. Long Drop 
THEATER 4 (Gregg Bordowitz, USA 1993 16mm, 54 min.) 
'fo Each Her Own (Jean Carlomusto. USA 1994. video. 28 min) 
See 6-00 pm listing. Closing night screening to benefit the New York 
Lesbian & Gay Film Festival We are proud to present he first Exposure 
Fund Vito Award at this screening Closing night party at Bump I/Club 
USA 218 W 47 )t wifl follow Admission $15 
9:00 Hair & Makeup 
THEATER 1 (Videos, 72 min,) Hiding the Kitchen (Kayvan Sotoodeh, USA 
1994. 16 min NY Premiere) A hair-raising view of wigs and drag queens 
My Kind of Girl (Nora Szi/agy, USA 1993, 14 min.) A sparkling 
peek into the girl-boy boy-girl world Back to My Roots (RuPaul, 
USA 1993, 4 min J Absolutely Afro-puffs !ESP: Visions (Joe Kelly, 
USA 199J 8 min.)What happens when the world's biggest supermodel 
suddenly develops extrasensory perceptions Little Bird (Annie 
Lennox, USA 1992. 5 min) Annie personified Don{t Ge Breaking 
My Heart (Elton John and RuPaul USA 1994 4 min.) A 90's touch-up 
without Kiki Dee Butterfly Scavengevs (Barry Morse, USA 1993, 
21 min.) A delightfully schizophrenic adaptation of the eternally-popular 
television series Bewitched. Hosted by NYC Gay Men ·s Chorus Also 
showing on Sat May 14 9-00 pm 
10:00 Dandies 
THEATER 4 (Film and video 90 min.)The 28th Instance of June 1914" 
10:50 AM, MCMXCHI (Barbara Po lits ch. U'iA, 16mm. 55 min) 
Queer and eccentric downtown artists McDermott and McGough revisit 
the 19th century adopting the clothes. furniture ideas and quirky 
affectations of a bygone ra This stylish and charming documentary 
examines the artists· oeuvre with interviews by critics and art world 
figures 
A Day in the Life of Edmund White (Bi!/ Cory. USA 1993, 
video, '35 min )This touching tongue-in-cheek bio-pic follows the 
author (A Boy's Own Story Genet)through t e arduous details of his day 
from fictionalizlng his looks (and age) on the phone sex line to lunch 
with the "Countess" to a nutty. nocturnal pick up along the Seine 
Also showing on Fn. May 1 '3 8 00 pm 
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Sponsoring Organizations 
African Ancestral Lesbians United for 
Social.Change is committed to the spiritual 
cultural, educational economic, and social 
empowerment of African ancestral lesbians and 
all wirnmin of color Call 718-359 ..5459 
Asian Lesbians of the East Coast founded 
In 19B3 to unite and empower Asian Pacific 
lesbians in the struggle against racism. sexism 
heterosexism ;md homophobia 
Call 212 517--5598 
The Astraea National esbian Action 
Foundation is the first nationwide leshian 
foundation, that has been a feminist. grassroots 
oriented organization since its founding in 1977 
Call 212-529-8021 . 
Body Positive, a non .. profit organ1zaticin 
unique within the AIDS seivice community, 
provides health. lifestyle and medical education 
and support groups for people recently 
diagnosed with HIV 
Call 212-721-1618 
The Bronx Lesbian AIDS Task Force 
promotes lesbian visibility and empowerment 
within Bronx County with a direct focus on 
service and delivery. The Task force is available 
to provide agency trainings, encourage the 
development of lesbian specific/sensitive 
services and is creating an empowerment/peer 
education proJect for HIV positive lesbians 
Call 718-829 9817 
Bronx Lesbians United in Sisterhood 
BLUeS. founded in 1988 is a multi .. racial 
lesbian organization creating a political and 
social agenda in tl1e Bronx Call 212 .. 330-9196 
for a membership application and a calendar 
of events or write PO Box 1738, Bronx NY 
10451 
Cactus Club for over two years has hosted 
country and western dancing and special events 
for the Lesbian and Gay Community For lesson 
schedules and dance locations call 
212-631-1079 
DYKE TV is a pioneering effort, presenting 
lesbian lives 1n all their variety with intelligence 
and humor It's stylish, provocative, substantive 
television-at the cutting edge ol the medium 
both politically and aesthetically 
Call 212-343-9:J35 
Gay and Lesbian Association of Cuban 
Exiles. GLACE was established in order to 
network and impact on issues concerning the 
Cuban Lesbian and Gay community in both 
US and Cuba Call 718-507•4138 
GLAAD works for fair, accurate and inclusive 
portrayals of lesbians and gay men on radio and 
television. in film. advertising popular music 
and print media Call 212-807-1700 
GMAO is a supportive organization dedicated 
to addressing the needs of the community 
focusing on advocacy health, education. and 
consciousness raising Call 212· 420-0773 
GMHC is the oldest and largest AIDS 
organization in the US, providing services to 
New York City residents living with HIV and 
AIDS, ond education and advocacy worldwide 
Call 212-807 ..6664 
Lambda Legal Defense and Education Fund 
is the nation's premiere legal organization 
advocating on behalf of lesbians, gay men and 
people with AIDS Call 212-995-8585 
Las Buenas Amigas offers support, 
information, and a forum for discussion of the 
issues affecting the lives of Latina lesbians in 
the New York area ond beyond 
Call 212,-732-1121 
The Latino Collaborative is a non-profit 
organization working to support the funding 
exhibition, and distribution of films and videos 
made by and about Latinos Call 212 732·-1121 
Latino Gay Men of New York celebrated 
its third anniversary this March. It is restricted 
to men of Hispanic origin It provides important 
information to over 400 people; health, human/ 
civil rights, cultural, advocacy and provides 
a once-a .. month secure space for getting 
together Call 212-663--9148 
Tile Lesbian Herstory Archives. the largest 
and oldest lesbian archive in the world. now 
has its own home in Park Slope, Brooklyn 
Cgil to grrange a visit 718-768·-DYKE 
The Minority Task Force on AIDS provides 
direct services to PWAs and HIV/AIDS 
prevention and education services in Upper 
Manhattan's Alrican ..American and Latino 
communities 
National Center for Lesbian Rights has 
offices in New York and San Francisco NCLR 
provides legal representation. advocacy and 
public education to defend the rights of 
lesbians Call 212-343--9589 or 415-392 6257 
NetGALA has over 150 alum Groups, which 
organize scholarships, job netvvorks ;md more 
Membership includes newsletters, directory, 
and event invitations Call 212 .. 807-9584 x99 
The New York Bankers Group actively 
promotes networking and socializing among 
Lesbian and Gay financial professionals 
Call 212-807 9584 x24 
New York City Gay Men ·s Chorus. now in 
its fourteenth anniversary season, performs 
three sold .. out concerts annually at New Yorks 
venerable Carnegie Hall Call 212-691-7590 
P .. FlAG s New York chapter, founded 20 years 
ago, was the first family support group in the 
country Call 21z.463-0629 
Producciones Homovisi6n 1s a group of 
Latino Gay Men, committed to presenting 
Latino gay life through television. Homovisiones 
is the first television program about Latino gay 
men Call 212 .. 534-3431 
Professionals in Film/Video is a lesbian and 
gay organization devoted to networking, pro/es 
sional development and social interaction Call 
212--387--2022 
SAGE has a 16 year history of providing a 
wide range of services and programs to older 
gay men and lesbians Call 212 .. 741-2247 
Shades of Lavender is an information and 
resource center for the Brooklyn lesbian 
community that provides activities and monthly 
workshops Call 718·-499-0352 
Times Squares Square Oauce Club provides 
Modern Western Dancing for the Lesbian 
and Gay Community For information call 
212-873--3962 
Queens Gays & Lesbians United {Q-GLU). 
an 800 member organization which provides a
political voice for our community and a full 
range of social and cultural opportunities in 
Queens 0-GLU meets on the first Tuesday of 
every momh at the Community Methodist 
Church at 81 st Street & 35th Avenue in 
Jackson Heights Call 71B-BS8 .. 8576 
50 
/ 
' 
OUT OF THE CLOSET THRIFT SHOP 
mnm 
II Iii 0 
220 East 81st Street 
Tues-Sat 10-5 
Tel: (212) 472-357.3 
Benefiting Community Institutions 
& Organizations fighting AIDS 
"Beil thrift shop of New Yo,k" N.Y. Magazine 
"the clutter is top drawer" N .. Y. Times 
"as charming as it is unique" Daily News 
"The creme de la creme" WOR Radio 
More Art, more Antiques, more Books, 
more Recordings, more Men's Fine Clothing 
than any other thrift shop Volunteers needed! 
Out Of The Closet Foundation, Inc. transforms contributions of cash, 
donations of merchandise and bequests of property into annual grants 
to community institutions and organizations fighting AIDS. 
OuT OF THE CLOSET THRIFT SHOP 
Coleman ''.A Castle.for Every Qµeen" 
Neary 
Realty 
Corp. 
57 West 16th Street 
New York NY 10011 
212-633-2727 ('I el) 
212-989-1207 (Fax) 
Leaving Town this Summer?" 
Make $$ while you vacation! 
Gay Games visitors will pay 
top $$ for accomodations. 
Let our sublet specialists work for you .. 
NO FEE 
,to list your apartment 
I',] Co-Ops•Condos•Lojts•Townhouses•Long & Short Term Rentals @ 
Advertising Index 
Page 
ACCOUNTING 
Lorette Belgraier, CPA, PC Kapner & Belgraier, Tri-State Area 800-892-4405 51 
AIDS/HIV SERVICES 
Gay Mens Health Crisis 129W 20St New York NY 10011 212-337-3532 52 
BOOKSTORE 
A Different Light 151 W 19 St New York 10011 212--989--4850 28 
Call for mail order catalog 800--343--4002 
CATERERS 
The Elegant Chef 53 Hidden Ridge Dr., Syosset NY 11791 516-496-7971 42 
Hearts of Palm 212-643-9436 516-968""4047 48 
CINEMAS 
Anthology Film Archives 32 Second Ave New York 10003 212-505-5181 56 
Film Forum 209 W Houston St New York 10014 212-727-8110 51 
Loews Theatres 46 
Museum of Modern Art 11 W 53 St New York 10019 212-708-9480 40 
COUNSELING/TH ERA PY 
Lenore Gordon, MSW ACSW Park Slope, Brooklyn NY 11215 718-789-4556 12 
Stephen McFadden, r:: w AC'cm 440 W. 24 St., New York 10011 212-807-5755 12 
Michael A. Panatello, G&N CAC Chelsea Location 212-691-2312 4 
FILM & VIDEO DISTRIBUTORS 
Cinevista 560W 43St NewYork10036 212-947-4373 10 
Water Bearer Films Call for catalog 800-551-8304 54 
FILM & VIDEO SERVICES 
Electronic Arts Intermix 536 Broadway, New York 10012 212--966--4605 14 
NIGHTCLUBS/PARTIES 
Spiked Thurs June 23 at USA 800-450-9494 53 
Wet Wild Whatever Tues June 31 at Palladium 800-450-9494 53 
What a Riot Sun June 26 at Nocturnal at Tunnel 800-450--9494 55 
PHARMACY 
McKay Drugs 55 Fifth Ave New York 10014 212-627-2300 22 
POLITICAL/SOCIAL 
Parents & Friends Box 553 Lenox Hill Station 516-889-6619 14 
of Lesbians and Gays New York NY 10021 212 463--0629 
PRINTING & GRAPHICS 
Service Station Design to Inform and Promote 212-229-0988 51 
Tower Press 80 Eighth Ave #902 New York 10011 212-807-9800 51 
PUBLICATIONS 
The Advocate To subscribe call 800-827-0561 63 
Genre Magazine To subscribe call 800-576-9933 
Out Magazine To subscribe, call 800-876-1199 19 
PUBLISHER 
Overlook Press 2568 Route 212, Woodstock NY 12498 914-679-6838 40 
REAL ESTATE 
Coleman-Neary 57W 16th St NewYork10011 212-633-2727 50 
Bob Howard Realty Pines Pavilion 37 Fire Island Blvd 516-597-9400 59 
PO Box 5297 Sayville NY 11782--0999 
RESTAURANTS & CAFES 
Food Bar 149 Eighth Ave New York 10011 212-243-2020 28 
French Roast 458 Sixth Ave., New York 10011 212-533-2233 18 
Orbit Cafe & Bar 46 Bedford St, New York 10014 212-463-8717 18 
Paris Commune 411 Bleecker St., New York 10014 212-929-0509 42 
Restaurant Florent 69 Ganesvoort St New York 10014 212-989-5779 47 
THRIFT SHOP 
Out of the Closet Thrift Shop 220 E 81 St New York 10028 212-472-3573 50 
FOR INFORMATION ABOUT SAFER SEX CALL THE HOTLINE: 
212/807-6655 
(TDD: 2.12/645-7470 for the deaf/hearing impaired) 
©1993 Gllly Men's Health•Crisis,·lnc./Phbtography: Charlie Pizzarello I Design: Stephen Louis de Francesco 
Ailvocate 
Tickets 
for all events 
available from 
1-800-450-9494 
(or 212-307-7171 in the NYC area) 
with a small service charge 
Tickets also available atHX 
(19 W 21st St #703, NYC) for cash 
only ..Call 212-627-0747 for info 
To listen to recorded 
information on these and 
other upcoming events 
please call 212-593-
4949. 
... tk~~---
TVE 5DAY•JVN E 21 
ILD WHATEVER! 
A ... A-<Jua,ii,c.,,,,lL'T c-c-1.,1,e.vt pa-1-t'T fc-1, all <1exe<l 
4c-,.,,.,.,,,i,,.,,,, G""'7 Gn-"""e" .,,,,.i:ftt.n,.,e,1,-,, 
dive,.,.,, .,,,,,,,,d, ?,)-a-t'.e-1., pc-Le-pla.'7e1.,<1 
DOORS OPEN 10PM • DANCING TIL 5AM 
Music BY Susan Morabito 
PLAYING FIRE ISLAND CLASSICS 
AND BY Andrew Tonio 
PLAYING TODAY'S HOUSE HITS 
PALLADIUM 
126 East 14th Street $15 in advance .. 
5 0 % ,;,,/ ,,.,et dc-c-1,, pt,,,c-,:;.ee-dt'> ,,,_z,tt, '7C-tc-
Ga.'7 Ga.1tt-e,i a,r-,.,d, Z:e,,.,,.,._ 7\fg A<ju.atic-, 
IAY•JVN E 23 
SPIKED! 
"t/4e U.,.Ue'?!,..._tt, J::?,._,4 
DOORS OPEN 10PM • DANCING TIL 5AM 
THE HOTTEST GO GO BOYS 
FROZEN DRINKS ON THE ROOFDECK • PEEP BOOTHS 
THE BIG BOTTOM LOUNGE • SPECTACULAR SER SHOW 
MUSIC BY Hex Hector 
~, U S A 
218 West 47th Street $15 in advance. 
50% c-f 11.-et pt.-c-c-eed" c/ a.-dv,,:i.,P1,,:.e,d, ticket 
M,Le<1 .,.,,.,t,'7 ,,,_i,tt, 'T"" tc- Z:ea-...., cJt'X 
PRODUCED BYMARC BERKLEY & MATTHEW BANK 
PHOTOGRAPH BY JOf Z!OlKOWSX( 
DIRECT FROM ALL 
THE MAJOR GAY 
FILM FESTIVALS 
From Bear Video, Inc. 
"Rock Hudson's 
Home Movies" 
a film by Mark Rappaport 
The hit 
of last 
year's 
festival. 
Item# 
NFlOOl 
$39.95 
"**** A Masterpiece" 
-The Chicago Tribune 
"Brilliant! First-Rate" 
-The Village Voice 
"Playful, Facinating" 
-Boston Globe 
From Outspoken Productions 
Pat Rocco's 
"One 
Adventure" 
"Warhol and 
Rocco are prov-
ing that there 
is a growing 
market for 
such personal 
projects when 
they bear the 
peculiar stamp of 
the poet" 
-Hollywood 
Reporter 4/25/69 
Featuring 
Rev. Troy 
Perry, 
Members of 
ONE, INC .. 
and Pat 
, 
Item# 
NF1002 
$39.95 
Call to order either video or a complete catalog 
AUvocate 
Tickets 
for all events 
available from 
1-800-450-9494 
(or 212-307-7171 in the NYC area) 
with a small service charge. 
Tickets also available atHX 
(19 W 21st St #703, NYC) for cash 
only ..Call 212-627-0747 for info. 
To listen to recorded 
information on these and 
other upcoming events 
please call 212-593-
4949. 
S V ND AY 
JVN E 26 
WHAT A 
RIOT 
't/4-e-Offzc-z..,t 
STONEWALL 25 
DOORS OPEN 9PM • DANCING TIL 5AM 
Music BY Darrin Friedman 
NEW YORK'S HOTTEST Go Go Boys 
PECIAL PERFORMANCE BY Robin s
SINGING HER MEGA-HITS: 
Show Me Love, Luv 4 Luv 
& I Want To Thank You 
AT 
0 C T U R N A L AT  U N N E L 
20 12th Ave at 27th St $15 in advance 
50% o-f ,,,,e.t .Lero-,., pt-c-.:.e.e.d"' 
~tlL ?".,.. tc- 8t.o-,,,,e.-~a,lL 2 5 
PRODUCED BY MARC BERKLEY & MATTHEW BANK 
PHOTOGRAPH BY JOE ZIOLKOWSKI 
C'. f. 
32 Second Avenue at Second Street 
New York 10003 
Film and Program Index 
Film, Shorts Program 
28th Instance of June 1914 
10:50 am, MCMXCIII The 
Afflicted 
All Fall Down 
All You Can Eat 
An/Aesthetic 
Anastasia nd the Queen of Hearts 
Anniversary, The 
Anthem 
Apartments 
Army of Lovers 
Ashes of Pasolini, The 
At Home 
Auto Biography 
Back to My Roots 
Banana Dance Project 
Basic Instincts 
Bedtime Stories 
Berenice Abbott: 
A View of the Twentieth Century 
Beyond/Body /Memory 
Beyond Imagining 
Bill and Ted's Homosexual Adventure 
Birthday Party 
Black Is ... Black Ain't 
Blue Hour, The 
Bodies of Knowledge 
Bodily Functions 
Both 
Bumps 
Butch Wax 
Butterfly Scavengers 
Caged 
Cancer in Two Voices 
Can't You Take a Joke? 
Carmelita Tropicana 
Castro Cowboy 
Central Park 
Charming Mutt 
Chicks in White Satin 
Children's Hour, The 
Coconut/Cane & Cutlass 
Coconut=Death 
Comedy in Six Unnatural Acts 
Coming Out Under Fire 
Confession of a Pretty Lady 
Confirmed Bachelor 
Cool Hands, Warm Hearts 
Cruel 
Cultural Dislocations 
Cumulus Nimbus 
Dandie~ 
Dark Sun; Bright Shade 
Darker Side of Black, The 
Daughters of Dykes 
Day in the Life of Edmund White, A 
Dear John 
Death in Venice CA 
Defiance 
Desperate Remedies 
Dog's Life, A 
Donna e Mobile, La 
Don't Go Breaking My Heart 
Distributor 
Tilo Kaiser 
Frameline 
Pathway Productions 
MBC•-Fi I mp rod uktion 
ARTTO GO 
Shawn Atkins 
Garth Christensen 
Frameline 
Megan McMurchy 
Goethe House 
ALLA s.c.r I 
Frame line 
VT ape 
Brian Liem 
Jorg Fockele 
Su Friedrich 
Ishtar Films 
Women Make Movies 
Women Make Movies 
Chris Freeman 
Jill Reiter 
Signifyin' Works 
Drift Distribution 
Jocelyn Taylor 
Frameline 
Wendy Jo Carlton 
Light Box 
Swank Motion Pictures 
Lucy Massie Phenix 
Women Make Movies 
Frame line 
Nancy Kates 
Artistic License 
V Tape 
Elaine Holliman 
Swank Motion Pictures 
Women Make Movies 
David Zamora Casas 
Frameline 
Zeitgeist Films 
BBC Arena 
Drift Distribution 
Women Make Movies 
Desi Del Valle 
Canyon Cinema 
Canadian Filmmakers Dist Centre 
Arts Council of Great Britain 
T americk Productions 
Bill Cory 
Jimmy Caiola 
Desi Films 
VTape 
Miramax Films 
J. Scott Grant/Camden Morse 
Maria Maggenti 
Page 
24 25 
29, 38 
30, 39 
36 
25, 34 
44 
40 
30, 38 
34, 39 
13, 30 
35, 38 
29, 38 
36, 38 
27, 45 
28, 36 
35, 39 
44 
36 
27 40 
36 
31, 37 
31 37 
30, 38 
25, 34 
27, 40 
44 
24, 26 29, 35 
27, 40 
28, 36 
27, 45 
15, 27 
29 35 
34, 39 
25, 43 
24 26 
11. 23, 41 
31, 37 
29, 35 
15, 41 
35, 43 
28, 36 
45 
27 
25, 43 
25, 34 
45 
24 43 
24, 35 
45 
24, 45 
36 38 
29 41 
28 43 
24, 45 
25, 34 
25, 4B 
39 
43 
41 
44 
27 45 
Film, Shorts Program 
Don't Look Up My Skirt Unless 
You Mean It 
Down There and Looking for Love 
Down There and Out 
Dream Girls 
Dreams of Hind and Camilla 
DYKE TV 
Dykes Rule 
Easy Garden The 
Esperanza 
Et !'amour 
ESP: Visions 
Family Ties 
Farewell, The 
Farewell to Charms 
Fast Trip, Long Drop 
Fat Chance 
Father is Nothing, The 
Fifty Years of Perversity· 
Rosa von Praunheim 
Fight, The 
First Time Out 
Flesh Is Willing, The 
Flesh Is Wilfing The 
Fly, The 
Forward, Bound 
Frankie Goes Downtown 
Frankie & Jocie 
Freebird 
Friend of Dorothy's, A 
Frenzy 
Fresh Kill 
Gabriella on the Half Shell 
Gathering, The 
Gay Day, A 
Gay Rights/Special Rights 
Gay )unshine: Documents of the Early 
Post-Stonewalf Era 
Gay USA 
Ghost Body 
Go Fish 
Got Away in the Dying Moments 
Great Divide, The 
Greetings from Africa 
Hair & Makeup 
He Is Bold and He Is a Racist 
He Is Gay and He Is a Fascist! 
He-She Pee 
Heaven, Earth and Hell 
Heavy Blow 
Hea\f'/8/ows 
Hiding From Hockney 
Hiding the Kitchen 
History of Western Sexuality, The 
Home Movie 
Home You Go 
Hotheads 
I Am a Man, But 
I Wasn't Counted at the March 
If Only 
lfe 
In Loving Memory 
In View of Her Fatal Inclination 
Lilo Wanders Gives Up the Ghost 
Intro to Cultural Skit-Zo-Frenia 
It Never Was You 
It Takes Two 
Distributor Page 
KVPI 44 
14,36 
14, 34, 39 
Women Make Movies 27 
Arab Film Distribution 15, 35 
DYKE TV 13 41 
Harriet Hirshorn/Mary Patierno 44 
Anie Stanley 37 
Graciela Sanchez 28, 36 
Wolfe Video 41 
Craig Paull/Intolerance Productions 27. 45 
Finnish Film Archive 
Women Make Movies 
Drift Distribution 
Lock Up Your Daughters Prod. 
Leanne Knight 
Goethe House 
Frameline 
Todd Verow 
Laurent Holzamer 
Daniel Humphrey 
Fred Soffa 
Jocelyn Taylor 
Video Data Bank 
Strand Releasing 
Jill Reiter 
Shu Lea Cheang 
KVPI 
Doyle Robertson/Gregory Jeresek 
Canyon Cinema 
Traditional Values Coalition 
Frameline 
Christopher Cutrone 
Samuel Goldwyn 
VT ape 
DNA Productions 
Good Machine 
Jurgen Bruning Film Produklion 
Alisa Surkis 
Third World Newsreel 
Freedman &Assoc 
Donald Pasquella 
Kayvan Sotoodeh 
Aaron KIie 
Frameline 
LCPOT 
Jennie Livingston 
DA DA Kamera 
Uzi Pame·s 
John Daschbach 
Frameline 
Leone Knight 
Hochschule fur Fernsehen 
und Film Munchen 
Third World Newsreel 
P. Siemer/L Steger 
28. 43 
36 38 
34, 39 
11, 45 
27, 40 
34, 39 
13 43 
27, 36 
43 
25, 34 
25, 34 
36 
27, 36 
27, 36 
35, 43 
27 31,37,40 
27, 36 
27, 40 
24, 35 
44 
29 
45 
45 
" 
13, 36 
40 
11, 23 
24, 36 
45 
35 43 
27 45 
25 34 
35, 39 
24, 35 
39, 41 
39 
28, 36 
27, 45 
31, 37 
45 
41 
39 
35, 39 
45 
39 
30 
36 
43 
35, 43 
39 
29 35 
.----+-<QB HOWAR 
REAL ESTATE, INC. 
LICENSED REAL ESTATE BROKER 
FIRE ISLAND PINES 
• SOUTH DECK/PINES PAVILION• 
"-... _,/. 37 FIRE ISLAND BOULEVARD 
Y PO BOX 5297, FIRE ISLAND PINES 
SAYVILLE, NY 11782-0999 
APPOINTMENTS • INFORMATION 
516-597-9400 
V 
FOR THE SEASON. FOR THE MONTH. FOR THE WEEK. 
FOR SALE. FOR YOU! 
FROM SOMEONE YOU KNOW. 
Film and Program 
Film, Shotts Program 
It's Over 
Jumping the Gun 
Labyris Re-Rising 
labyris Rising 
Last Stop, The 
Last Time I Saw Ron, The 
Lesbian Avengers Eat Fire Too 
Let'.s Watch Something Daddy 
Wants to Watch 
Little Bird 
Living Tree, The 
Local Heroes 
Lonely Boy 
Long Time Comin' 
Looking for a Space; 
lesbians & Gay Men in Cuba 
Love Against the Odds 
Love Undeafeated 
Love Undefeated -
Corwersations with Derek Jarman 
Lucid 
Mad About he Boy 
Maidens 
March in April 
Margaret Atwood and the Problem 
with Canada 
Marlon Riggs Retrospective 
Maya 
Memorial Tribute 
Mercedes 
Midwest Mambo 
Cheryl Dunye 
Mr Wonderful 
My Kind of Girl 
Nature Marte 
Near the Big Chakra 
Never Say Goodbye 
Nightwork 
Nobody's Children 
Non, Je Ne Regrette Rien 
None of the Above 
Not Just Passing Through 
Object/Subject of Desire 
Odds and Ends 
One Adventure 
One Foot on a Banana Peel 
the Other Foot in the Grave 
Orgasm of Hot Blood 
Our Gay Brothers 
Outer Spaces 
Outlaw 
Parole 
PH/R/ASES 
Poet in the Ring 
Pomo Lesbo Video 
Pool Days 
Pour le Plaisir 
Pravda {the Truth!?) 
Pretty (Boy) Films 
Prince of Peace 
Public Opinion 
Queer Son 
Remembrance of Things Fast 
Index 
Distributor 
Laura Perry 
AFTRS 
VT ape 
Dangerous to Know 
Drift Distribution 
Janet Baus 
Video Out 
VT ape 
Women Make Movies 
Kelly Anderson 
Time Zorie Productions 
Cherubim Productions 
Rocketdyke 
Jeni Thornley 
Hype Productions 
DA DA Kamera 
Frame line 
Red Hot and Blue 
Misr International Films 
Bart Everly 
Millionaire 
Marlise Malkames 
Nora Szilagy 
J. S. Grant/Camden Morse 
Canyon Cinema 
AFTRS 
Product Out 
Frameline 
AFTRS 
Polly Thistlethwaite 
Video Pool 
American Film Institute 
Outspoken Productions 
Clinica Est6tico 
Chris Dumas 
Drift Distribution 
Alisa Lebow 
Frameline 
Sikay Tang 
Jennifer Montgomery 
Strand Releasing ' 
Nadia El--Fani 
Melisa Shore 
Sixpack Films 
Ted Ovoracek 
Frameline 
Lim_elight 
Page 
27, 40 
34, 39 
13, 45 
13, 45 
39 
24, 36 
24 
14 41 
27, 45 
24, 36 
44 
25, 34 
24, 43 
29 
40 
24, 36 
24, 26 
27, 36 
27, 40 
36 
28 
31353739 
30, 38 
30 
24. 36 
15, 26, 39 
25, 34 
44 
35, 39 
27, 45 
30 
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29, 38 
30, 39 
28, 36 
30, 38 
30, 39 
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27 40 
40 
13, 44 
27 40 
31, 37 
35, 39 
29 
43, 44 
27, 40 
44 
24 
37 
43 
35 
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24, 26 
43 
28 43 
24 40 
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OB HOWAR 
R E A L E S T A T E NC. 
LICENSED REAL ESTATE BROKER 
FIRE ISLAND PINES 
• SOUTH DECK/PINES PAVILION• 
37 FIRE ISLAND BOULEVARD 
PO BOX 5297, FIRE ISLAND PINES 
SAYVILLE, NY 11782-0999 
APPOINTMENTS • INFORMATION 
516-597-9400 
FOR THE SEASON. FOR THE MONTH. FOR THE WEEK. 
FOR SALE. FOR YOU! 
FROM SOMEONE YOU KNOW. 
Film and Program Index Distributors 
Cherubim Productions Finnish Film Archive 
Tilo Kaiser 
328 West 49 Street, #3RW Box 177 
197 East 4th Street #1 
New York NY 10019 SF-00151 Helsinki Finland 
NewYorkNY10009 
Lisa Cholodendo 
3580171417 Nancy Kates 
Film,. Shorts Program Distributor Page AFTRS 
434 West 120th Street #Bl Frameline 
1830 Marich Way 
New York NY 10027 346 Ninth Street 
Mountain View CA 94040 
Revenge of the Strangerettes Todd Savell 28, 36 
PO Box 126 San Francisco CA 94103 
Ride Out, A Third World Newsreel 27, 40 
North Ryde NSW 2113 Australia Garth Christensen 415 703 8650 
Kit Parker Films 
0116128056611 230 East44 Street #140 
P.O. Box 16022 
Scent of a Woman 41 ALLA s.c.r,1.. 
New York NY 10017 Chris Freeman 
Monterey CA 93942 
PO Box 460885 408 393-0303 
Screen Dreams 14, 30, 39 Via del Pertuso 7 Canyon Cinema 
San Francisco CA 94146 
Scrub me, Mama David Grotell 31, 37 
Bassano Romano VT 01030 Italy 2325 Third Street #33B 
Aaron KIie 
American Film Institute 
San Francisco CA 94107 Freedman & Assoc 
215 Aldine Street 
Secrets LCPDT 30 415 626--2255 
130West57th Street #11A Rochester NY 14619 
Sepia's Blues RootWy'mn 28, 36 
2021 North Western Avenue New York NY 10018 
Los Angeles CA 90027 Clinica Estetico 212 222-·2514 
Leone Knight 
Sex Bowl E.T. Baby Maniac 44 213 856-7651 652 Broadway, #8F 
1 Watkins Street 
Sex Fish E.T Baby Ma11iac 27, 40 Kelly Anderson 
New York NY 10012 Jorg Fockele 
Newtown NSW 2042 Australia 
212 533 6800 Kesselbergerstr. 14
Sex Wars Piranha Productions 35, 39 200 Dean Street 
Munich 81539 Germany LCPDT 
Sex Wars 35, 39 
Brooklyn NY 11217 Bill Cory 
6 Back Hill 
Arab Film Distribution 
601 0 Street, NW Su Friedrich 
London EC1R 5EN England 
Shades of Black Headliner Productions 26, 30 Washington DC 20001 
222 East 5 Street, #6 011 44 71 735 8484 
Shock Corridor 31, 37 
4022 Stone Way N New York NY 10003 
SeattleWA88103 Cross Current Media 212 475--7186 
Alisa Lebow 
Show and Tell 30 206 547--8607 
346 9 Street 
310 First Avenue, #2E 
Sigh of Love in Waiting Valerio Governi 31 37 ART TO GO 
San Francisco CA 94103 Shari Frilot 
New York NY 10009 
415 552,.9550 16 Ocean Parkway, #C21 
Significa11t (Br)other Charles Lofto11 25, 34 7 Barton Road 
Brooklyn NY 11218 Quentin Lee 
London W14 SHB England Christopher Cutrone 
840 South Serrano Ave# 608 
Sister Louise's Discovery Margaret Hetherman 30 713867316 510 West Fullerton Apt #301 
J. S .. Grant and Camden Morse Los Angeles CA 90005 
Sisters! Ca11yon Ci11ema 45 Shawn Atkins 
Chicago ll 60614 535 Salt Springs Road Brian Liem 
Sisters 35, 43 63 Avenue D, #4B DA DAKamera 
Syracuse NY 13224 4408 Austin 
Sisters in the Life Third World Newsreel 40 
New York NY 10009 700 Shaw Street 
Goethe House Houston TX 77004 
Artistic License 
Toronto, Ontario MSG 3L7 Canada 1014 Fifth Avenue Light Box 
Sleeping Subjects Quentin Lee 24, 35 
New York NY 10028 
Sleepy Haven Canyon Cinema 27, 36 
470 Park Avenue South. 8th Floor Dangerous to Know 212 439--8700 
2303 West 11th Street 
New York NY 10016 20 Offley Road 
Austin TX 78703 
So Unlike Their Reputation Peter Bowe11 25, 34 212 251-8718 London SW9 OLS England 
Mari Keiko Gonzalez limelight 
Souvenir Lisa Cholodendo 30 Arts Council of Great Britain 
44 71 735 8330 122 Bond Street 3 Bromley Place, Conway Street 
Star is Born, A Kit Parker Films 30 
14 Greater Peter Street John Daschbach 
Brooklyn NY 11217 London W1 P 5HB England 
Strange Space Drift Distribution 24, 26 
London SW1 P 3NO England 301 East 21 Street #2M 
Good Machine 071 255 3939 
44 71 333 0100 New York NY 10010 
526 WEST 25th Street 2nd Fl 
Summer, 1993 Robert Beck 25, 34 
New York NY 10001 
,Jennie Livingston 
Take a Walk Red Hot Organization 24, 26 
Janet Baus Desi del Valle 212229--1046 
148 Chambers Street. #3 
21 Park Place 4003 24 Street, #2 
New York NY 10007 USA 
Take Me Back to Cairo Milanka Comfort Production 30, 39 Brooklyn NY 11217 
San Francisco CA 94114 Valerio Govemi Lockup Your Daughters Prod Via Pontida 5
Taking Back the Dolls Leslie Singer 37 BBC Arena Desi Films 
Milano 20121 Italy 1965 Main Street 
Tarch Trip JOrgen Brlining Film Produktion 28 
Kensington Hause, Room 5044 1048 Manzanita Street 
Vancouver British Columbia V5T 3C7 Canada 
London M14 DAX England Los Angeles CA 90029 
David Grotell Charles Lofton 
Tell Me No Lies Dangerous to Know 43 44 81 895 6543 
315 East 65th Street 
Terra Nullius Women Make Movies 36 
DNA Productions New York NY 10021 
166 Norfolk Street #5A 
Robert Beck POB 22216 
New York NY 10002 
Texas Mari Keiko Gonzalez 44 717 East 5 Street #10 
Santa Fe NM 87505 Groupe Intervention Video Maria Maggenti 
Texas f.D. 15, 28, 36 
New York NY 10009 
5505 boul. St. Laurent bureau 4203 
Drift Distribution Montreal Quebec H2T 1S6 Canada 
337 East 10th Street #3E 
Thick Lips Thin Lips Ca11adian Filmmakers Distribution Centre 39 
Scott Beveridge 611 Broadway, #742 514 271 5506 
New York NY 10008 
Things We Said Today Frameline 30 
461 A Sackville Street New York NY 10012 Marlise Malkames 
Toronto Ontario M4X 1T3 Canada 2122544118 
Headliner Productions 
Time Will Tell Tori Breitling 28, 36 
2238 Redondo Beach Boulevard 22 43 28th Street, #D 
Peter Bowen Chris Dumas Torrance CA 90504 
Santa Monica CA 80405 
To Each Her Own Jean Carlomusto 11, 45 P.O. Box 1655 336 9 Street 3rd Floor 310 327 0728 
MBC-Filmproduktion 
To My Women Frie11ds Frameline 34 New York NY 10113 
Brooklyn NY 11215 Hermannstr. 64 
Tomboychik Video Data Bank 28, 43 Tori Breitling 
Cheryl Dunye 
Harriet Hirshorn/Mary Parierno Berlin D· 12049 Germany 20 Clinton Street, #3F 
Tongues Untied Frameline 30, 38 
3527 18 Street #4 101 Stanton,#2 New York NY 10002 
49 30 6217800 
San Francisco CA 9411 O New York NY 10002 
Transportations Women Make Movies 34, 39 
Margaret Hetherman Megan McMurchy 
Twenty-Seven Pieces of Me Non Sequitur Productions 30, 45 
Jiirgen Briining Film Production Ted Dvoracek 165 Garfield Place 
P0Box11 
Willmanndamm 12 3501 West School Street Brooklyn NY 11215 
Bondi Beach NSW 2026 Australia 
Two Marches Ca11yon Cinema 24, 30 Berlin 10827 Germany 
Chicago ll 60618 Milanka Comfort Production 
Uh-Oh! Drift Distribution 37 
011 49 30 7B28702 DYKE TV 
Hochschule fur Fernsehen und Ronnestr. 14 Film Munchen 
Untitled Catherine Saalfield 44 
,Jimmy Caiola 5B8 Broadway, Suite 504 Frankenthalerstr. 23 
Berlin 14057 Germany 
Until!ed Red Hot Organization 24, 26 
1024 North Lawrence Street New York NY 10012 0-81539 Munchen Germany 
011 49 30 321 4462 
Philadelphia PA 19123 212 343 .. 9335 
Vampire Lovers Kit Parker 15, 36, 39 
39 89 68 00 040 Miramax Films 
Canadian Filmmakers Distribution Centre Nadia EI-Fani Elaine Holliman 
375 Greenwich Street 
Very Natural Thing, A Films lnc.JNon-Theatrical 13, 24, 30 67 A Portland Street 43, rue de la Plaine 2247 28th Street, Apt. A 
New York NY 10013 
Voyeuse La Groupe Intervention Video 29 
Toronto, Ontario M5V 2M9 Canada 75020 Paris France Santa Monica CA 90405 
212 941 3800 
Wake Up, Jerk Off, Etc DA DA Kamera 31 37 
416 58J-1B08 E.T Baby Maniac 
Misr International Films Daniel Humphrey 
Wall of Silence Productora Lita Sta11tic 28 
Jean Carlomusto 594 Broadway, #908 3520 18th Street. #2 
35. Champollion Street 
84 Horatio Street, #20 New York NY 10012 San Francisco CA 84110 
Cairo Egypt 
202 5788124 
Women Make Movit!S We Aim to Please 34. 39 New York NY 10014 
Weight of Women's Eyes, The Lock Up Your Daughters Prod. 27 40 
Bart Everly Hype Productions Jennifer Montgomery 
Wendy ,Jo Carlton 823 Palms Boulevard 449 WEST 44 Street Suite 8 
What is a Line? Shari Frilot 44 237 North Sherman 
Venice CA 90291 NewYorkNY10036 
PO Box 72 
When You Name Me Scott Beveridge 39 
Olympia WA 98502 Films lnc./Non-Theatrical Div 
Tivoli NY 12583 
Ishtar Films 
White Christmas Cross Current Media 24 35 
David Zamora Casas 5547 N. Ravenswood Avenue 14755 Ventura Blvd. Ste. 766 
Non Sequitur Productions 
Wicked Radiance Frameline 37 
622 Avenue E Chicago IL 60640 Sherman Oaks CA 91403 
709 East Aloha #1 
San Antonio TX 78215 312 878•2600 X 42 818 784 7380 
Seattle WA 98102 
Witches & Faggots Dykes & Poofters Women Make Movies 36 Shu Lea Cheang 
Outspoken Productions 
KVP! 
564 Broadway 525 Broadway, #701 
1725 West Catalpa Avenue 3rd Floor 
New York NY 10012 New York NY 10012 
Chicago IL 60640 
?1?-?11:J .. 1qq11 312 878 9282 
Distributors 
Uzi Parnes 
120 Avenue C 
NewYorkNY10009 
Donald Pasquella 
5127 Horseshoe Trail 
Dallas TX 75209 
Pathway Productions 
5101 Whitsett Avenue 
North Hollywood CA 91607 
Craig Paull/Intolerance Productions 
525 Broadway #701 
New York NY 10012 
212-219-1990 
Laura Perry 
187 East 4 Street. #1 J 
NewYorkNY10009 
Lucy Massie Phenix 
P 0. Box 437 
Oakville CA 94562 
Piranah Productions 
United House, North Road 
London N7 9DP E11gland 
Productora Lita Stantic 
Juncal 3102 piso 17 "D" 
Buenos Aires 1425 Argentina 
54 1 84 7245 
Product Out 
1902 B Robbins Place 
Austin TX 78705 
Red Hot Organization 
73 Spring Street #602 
New York NY 10012 
212 343-0043 
Jill Reiter 
299 Pear Street. #SL 
NewYorkNY10038 
Doyle Robertson/Gregory ,Jeresek 
10695 320 Street 
Onamia MN 56359 
Rocket Dyke 
1143 Mariposa Street 
San Francisco CA 94107 
RootWy'mn 
201 West Stassney #502 
Austin TX 7B745 
Graciela Sanchez 
P 0. Box 1700 
San Antonio TX 7B296 
Catherine Saa!field 
149 Church Street, #4S 
New York NY 10007 
Samuel Goldwyn 
888 Seventh Avenue Suite 2901 
New York NY 10106 
212 315--3030 
Todd Savell 
4664 Matilda Unit H 
Dallas TX 75206 
Melisa Shore k 
2431 Delmer Street 
Oakland CA 94602 
P. Siemer/L.. Steger 
1547 West Chestnut 
Chicago IL 60622 
Signifyin Works 
2600 Tenth Street, Suite 106 
Berkeley CA 94710 
Leslie Singer 
520 East 14 Street. #32 
New York NY 10009 
Sixpack Films 
87 East 3 Street. #20 
NewYorkNY10003 
fred Soffa 
!125 East 23 Street #23 
· New York-NY 10010 
Kayvan Sotoodeh 
213 Seventh Avenue #5 
New York NY 10011 
Anie Stanley 
335 South fifth, #4 
Brooklyn NY 11211 
Strand Releasing 
8033 Sunset Boulevard Suite 4002 
Los Angeles, CA 90046 
213 462-4200 
Alisa Surkis 
198 East 7 Street. #5 
New York NY 10009 
Swank Motion Pictures 
350 Vanderbilt Motor Parkway 
Hauppauge, NY 11787 
516434-1560 
Nora Szilagy 
169 Avenue A 
New York NY 10009 
Tamerick Productions 
13 Bellaire Drive 
Montclair NJ 07042 
Sikay Tang 
5 Spring Street #13 
New York NY 10012 
Jocelyn Taylor 
272 Sackett. #1-R 
Brooklyn NY 11231 
Third World Newsreel 
335 West 38 Street 5th Floor 
New York NY 10018 
212 947 9277 
Polly Thistlethwaite 
P.O. Box 1258 
NewYork NY10116 
Jeni Thornley 
P.O. Box 320 
Newport Beach NSW 2106 Australia 
Time Zone Productions 
Via Pietro Guerini 3 
Rome 00153 Italy 
39 6 5730 0317 
Todd Verow 
1036 Natoma Street 
San Francisco CA 94103 
Video Data Bank 
112 South Michigan, #312 
Chicago IL USA 60603 
312 345-3550 
Video Out 
1965 Main Street 
Vancouver BC V5T 3C1 Canada 
604 872-8449 
Video Pool 
300-100 Arthur Street 
Winnipeg Manitoba R3B 1H3 Canada 
204 949 9734 
VTape 
183 Bathurst Street 
Toronto, Ontario M5T 2R7 Canada 
415 863-9897 
Wolfe Video 
PO.Box64 
New Almaden CA 95042 
408 268-6782 
Women Make Movies 
462 Broadway, #500 
New York NY 10013 
212 925··0606 
Zeitgeist Films 
247 Centre Street 2nd Floor 
New York NY 10012 
212 274--1989 
' 
/ 
THE NATIONAL GAY & LESBIAN NEWSMAGAZINE 
Life. 
Not Lifestyle. 
To subscribe call l-800-827-0561 
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"ihe Nevv York :..esb;an and Gay Film Fest1vai nd the Gay Games Cultural Fest1va! pre. em 
25 Years o Exposure 
sbian& Gay 
lm Festive! 
June 17-23, 1994 at Anthology Film Archives 
32 Second Avenue (at East 2 Street) Information 212 343.2707 
Admission $7, except as noted 
Friday, June 17 
Before Stonewall Opening Night Gala Screening admission $20 
{Greta Schiller, USA, 1986, 16mm, 87 min/Party to follow 
Saturday, June 18 
1hanll God I'm A Lesbian 
(Laurie Colbert and Dominique Cardona, Canada, 1992, 16mm, 55 min) 
Plus Chi- in White Satin (Elaine Holliman, USA, 1993, 16mm, 25 min) 
Pink Ulysses 
(Eric de Kuyper, Netherlands, 1989, 16mm. 80 min) 
Forbidden Love: the Unashamed Stories of Lesbian Uves 
(Aerlyn Weissman and Lynne Femie, Canada, 1992. 16 mm. 85 min) 
P!us Bar Jeder Frau (1he Bad Girl Bar} (Katrin Barben. Switzerland, 
1991. 16mm, 6 min) 
Sex Is. .. 
(Marc Huestis. USA 1993. 16mm. BO min) 
Sunday, June 19 
Confession of a Pretty Lady 
{Kric; Clarke, UK 1993.. 16mm, 45 mm) 
Plus L le For the Way You Look 
(Jean Carlomusto, USA, 1991. video, 24 min) 
Carmelta Tropifl:on1c.-i~ Your Kunst Is Your Waffen 
(Ela Troyano, USA, 19!13, 16mm, 30 min) 
Plus Coconut/cane & CUtlass {Michelle Mohabeer, 1994, 16mm, 30 min) 
Khush {Pratibha Parmar, UK, 1991, 16mm, 24 min) 
Storme (Michelle Parkerson, USA, 16mm, 21 min) 
Johmma d'Arc of -ngolla 
{Ulrike Ottinger, Germany, 35 mm, 165 min) 
Days of the Greek Gods: 
Physique FR- of Richard E. ,_ 
{Richard£ Fontaine, 1948-1966, USA, 16mm. 60min) 
Monday, June 20 
Pink Ulysses 
/Eric de Kuyper, Netherlands,. 1999, 16mm 80 min) 
Confession of a Pretty Lady 
(Kris Clarke, UK 199S 16mm, 45 min) 
Plus L Is For the way You Look 
(.Jean Carlomusto, USA 1991 video. 24mm) 
A Place of Rage 
(Pratibha Parmar, UK, 1991 16mm 52 min) 
Plus Greetings From Africa (Cheryl Dunye U,A 
Pink Narcissus 
i),m Bidgood USA 1970, 35mm. 119 min) 
1994 16mm 8 min) 
3:00 
5:00 
7:00 
9:00 
3:00 
Tuesday, June 21 
Johanna d'An, of ~olia 
(Ulrike Ottinger, Gennany, 35 mm. 165 min) 
Forbidden Love: 11te Unashamed Stories of Letlbian Liv•. 
(Aerlyn Weissman and Lynne Femie, Canada, 1992, 16 mm, 85 min) 
Plus Bar Jeder Frau (The Bad Girl BarJ (Kitrin Barben, Switzerland, 
1991 16mm, 6min) 
Looking fol' Langston 
(Isaac Julien, UK, 1989, 16mm, 40 min) 
Plus Heavy Blow (Hoang Alan Duong, USA, 1983. 16 mm. 23 min] Pi---(JimBidgood USA.197015mm. 119mm) 
Wednesday, June 22 
Carmelita ~k\ana: YOW" Kunst Is Your Wafhn 
{Ela Troyano. U)A, 1993 16mm. 30 min) 
P!vs ("'."~·--"'"-IJ'~,,..-_,,.... & C.~gr; /Mir:heliP. Mnl)f:1/Jr:Ar. 1994 Jf,: 1m '](} min! 
Kha&h (Pratibha Parmar, UK, 1991. 16mm, 24 min) 
Stonne (Michelle Parkerson,. USA, 16mm.. 21 min) 
~~-~~~~~--------------·---· 5:00 Looking for Langston 
(Isaac Julien, UK, 1989, 16mm. 40 min) 
Plus Heavy Blow (Hoang Alan Duong, USA,1983. 16 mm. 23 mir1) 
=:---=-a-,-:,a-:-,~,,,,----------- __ , ---"' ., 7:00 The Last Of England 
9:00 
1:00 
3:00 
4:30 
8:00 
(Derek Jarman, UK, 1987, 35mm. 87 min) 
The Last Of England 
{Derek Jannan, UK, 1987, 35mm, 87 min) 
Thursday, June2J: Judy! 
I Could Go on Singing 
(Ronald Neame. USA 1963, 16mm. 105 min) 
Easter Parade 
{Charles Walters. USA 1948, 16mm. 103 min) 
A Star is Born 
(George Cukor, USA, 1954 15mm. 170 min) 
11te Wizard Oz Closing Night Feature admission $10 
{Victor Fleming USA, 1939, 35mm. 102 min) 
Plus Video Retrospectives of Sadie Bennirg and Marlon Riggs 
All programs subject to change 
Please confinn dates and times of screenings. 
The New Festival Inc. 
462 Broadway Suite 510 
New York NY 10013 
tel 212 343 2707 fax 212 343 0629 Exposure. 
1994 NEW YORK LESBIAN ANO GAY FILM FESTIVAL 
AUDIENCE SURVEY 
NAME. __________________ _ 
ADDRESS 
Street ___ . __________ Apt. ____ _ 
City_~-------- State ____ Zip __ _ 
AGE 18-24__ 25··29_ 30-34 35.44 >44 __ 
SEX F__ M 
ARE YOU A MEMBER OF THE NEW YORK LESBIAN AND GAY Fll.M FESTIVAL? 
Yes__ No_ 
DID YOU ATTEND NEW FESTIVAL SCREENINGS LAST YEAR? Yes No 
IN PRIOR YEARS? Yes_ No_ 
HOW MANY SCREENINGS ARE YOU PLANNING TO ATTEND THIS YEAR? 
1 2--3_ 4-5__ 6-8_ >8_ 
HOW MANY TIMES A MONTH DO YOU GO TO THE MOVIES? 
0 1 2-3__ 4.5 6-8_ >8 
HOW MANY PERFORMANCES (THEATER, DANCE, MUSIC) A MONTH DO YOU 
ATTEND? O__ 1 2-3 4-5__ 6-8_ >8 
WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING PUBLICATIONS DO YOU READ REGULARLY? 
The Advocate The New York Press 
Out The New York Times 
Genre New York Newsday 
The Native The New York Post 
The Village Voice Other 
THANK YOU FOR TAKING THE TIME TO RESPOND. 
YOU NOW HAVE A CHANCE TO WIN A FREE DINNER AT KAFFEEHAUS 
OR TWO TICKETS TO A SCREENING OF YOUR CHOICE 
AT THE GAY GAMES FILM FESTIVAL/ 
